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0-3 years old

The Little Books of Emotions

Books For Toddlers
by Steffie BROCOLI

by Marion BILLET
12 titles • 14 pages • 123 x 138 mm • 18 months + • 6.90€
Basq, Cat, Fr, Ir, It, No, Sp

Little Scamp • ill. by Camille CHINCHOLLE

11 titles • 10 pages with flaps • 170 x 170 mm • 8 months +
9.90€ • It

Colourful and interactive titles
produced with eco-friendly materials.

What Are
You Doing,
Baby?

Books For Toddlers
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by Carine HAZAN,
ill. by Pooya ABBASIAN

The Little
Blue Wave

new

new

new

Little Boa
Is Quiet

J02343_Hazan_Vague_TaP.indd 1

11/02/2020 14:44

Agatha has an unusual imaginary friend: a little blue
wave who follows her everywhere, who plays, sings and
laughs with her. The little blue wave shares the girl’s joys
and sorrows, her anger and her fears. When the wave
disappears, Agatha feels lost. Luckily, her friend never
goes too far.
Little Ostrich
Is Brave

22 pages • 170 x 200 mm • 2 + • 11€ •

It's Christmas!

5

October 29th, 2020

new

Little Jackal
Is Sad

Little Giraffe
Is Surprised

Little Baboon
Is Ashamed

Playful text addressed directly to children, allowing them
to interact with the book as they lift the flaps and turn the
pages with soft flocking to touch and a big flap to unfold on
each double spread.

10 pages • 250 x 250 mm • 18 months + • 13.90€

POOYA ABBASIAN

Quand Agathe chante,
la petite vague bleue chante.

10 pages • 233 x 233 mm • 18 months + • 12.50€

A cheerful atmosphere to share, laugh and dream
with tiny readers. A beautiful cloud shaped
book with lively colours and playful flaps hiding
surprises.

CARINE HAZAN

Twelve chunky board books to learn to recognise
and share emotions!

Little Flamingo
Is Offended

A board book full of surprises unveiled by
numerous die-cuts on each double spread to
laugh and play with the daily emotions of little
ones.

What Are
You Dreaming
of?

0-3 years old

Books For Toddlers

Touch & Feel Sound Books • ill. by Marion BILLET
11 titles • 10 pages • 165 x 165 mm • 5 sounds and 5 materials
12 months + • 13.50€ • Cat, ChiC, Cz, Du, It, Heb, No, Sp, Sw

J02343_Hazan_Vague_TaP.indd 6-7

Little Panther
Is Excited

Little Zebra
Is Jealous

Little Lion
Is Angry

by KIKO

new

Five sounds and
materials to awaken the
senses of the little ones,
from 12 months.

11/02/2020 14:44

Goodnight
new

Oh oh oh! It's Christmas

Little Rhinoceros
Is Proud

Little Gazelle
Is Scared

Little Crocodile
Is Happy

October 2020

new

A picture book to accompany little ones as they drift off to
sleep. When the child is tucked into bed, a cat walks on the
roof outside, a passing train illuminates the forest, and
a squirrel returns home to sleep. Kiko’s soft and poetic
illustrations will inspire children’s imaginations, preparing
them for sweet dreams. A necessary bedtime compagnon.
40 pages • 223 x 223 mm • 2 + • 12€

by Gala COLETTE
and Victor COUTARD,
ill. by Gala COLETTE

Le camion-benne

When I Was
in Your Womb

Work Site

MiAOWM!
When a cute and tiny kitten is hungry, he miaows:
MiAOWM! You feed him and he gets a red spot.
MiAOWM! Still hungry? You feed him with a carott
and here comes a beautiful orange spot. A funny
story to learn about colours, fruits and vegetables.
22 pages • 170 x 200 mm • 2 + • 11€ •

by Sophie FURLAUD
and Samir SENOUSSI,
ill. by Vincent BOURGEAU

In a round format, the perfect book to explain to a future
big sister or big brother the life of a baby before birth, and
an ideal birth gift.
Forest

My Baby Animals

My Big Animals

Diameter: 190 mm • 8 double spreads • 3+ • 9,90€ • It

Books For Toddlers

Books For Toddlers

Music & Sound Books

18 months-3 years old

Music & Sound Books

Learning English
I Learn English with Bill! • by Alex SANDERS and Pierrick BISINSKI
A bilingual series to learn the English language while having fun with Bill the rabbit.

ill. by Charlotte ROEDERER
4 titles • 7 double spreads • 165 x 165 mm
18 month to 3 years old • 10€
Basq, Cat, ChiC, Ger, Gr, It, Kr, Sp

Four titles featuring 6 musical sequences
each. From orchestra instruments to famous
composers like Mozart and Beethoven, little
readers can explore the world of music while
listening to charming melodies.

new

new
Bill Loves Monsters

Bill Loves to Eat

Books For Toddlers

Others

First Musical Discovery

8 titles • 24 pages • 180 x 180 mm • 3+ • 10.50€ •
Cat, It, Kr, Lu, Sp

6

new

Bill Loves Colours

In the morning, Bill eats eggs and bacon. For lunch he has
chicken and potatoes or bread and cheese. Not to mention
Daddy’s delicious cheesecake and Grandma’s lemon pie.
So many good things to eat!

ill. by Charlotte ROEDERER

ill. by Elsa FOUQUIER

I Love Christmas

I Love Yoga

A walk in the forest, a
snowball fight, decorating
the Christmas tree… Six
festive scenes to prepare
for Christmas in music!

Six easy yoga postures
for the whole family. An
introduction to yoga with
soothing sounds and exotic
illustrations.
7

Piano Books

3 titles • 20 pages • case: 246 x 256 mm • booklet and platform,
spiral bound: 120 x 240 mm • 6 tunes • 9 LEDs • 3+ • 17.90€

new

I Discover
the Orchestra
Bill Loves Numbers

I Discover
Beethoven

I Discover Mozart
Bill Loves to Travel

Three piano books to play children's favourite
rhymes!

Bill Loves Animals

Bill Loves His House
Explore Bill’s house and see where he eats, sleeps and
plays. Bill shows us his bathroom, garden, kitchen, living
room and more!

18 months-3 years old

Bill Loves School

I Discover
the Instruments

ill. by Marion BILLET

ill. by Magali CLAVELET

World’s Great Tunes

Nursery Rhymes

new

new

Learning English With Sounds • ill. by Marie LEGHIMA

4 titles • 12 pages • 165 x 165 mm • 6 sounds • 18 months to 3 years old • 10€ • Cat, It, Sp

Four titles to enhance children’s English vocabulary. Learn the names of colours, animals,
opposites, and numbers by listening to the spoken phrases and reading along.

new

by Rida OUERGHI,
ill. by Elsa FOUQUIER

by Rida OUERGHI,
ill. by Elsa FOUQUIER

Yoga and Breathing
for Little Ones

Stretching & Relaxation
in Music

new

I Learn Colours

I Learn English

I Learn Opposites

I Learn to Count

new

Ten movements accompanied by calming melodies and
soft nature sounds. Easy instructions will help children
perform yoga poses that allow them to understand their
bodies and practice controlled breathing.

Ten easy exercises to practice stretching, breathing and
relaxing while listening to peaceful music or sounds from
nature. Each posture refers to an animal or an object to
help the child reenact the movements.

28 pages with a CD • 205 x 205 mm • 15 min. of music
2 to 5 years old • 16€

32 pages with a CD • 205 x 205 mm • 15 min. of music
2 to 5 years old • 16€ • It

Music & Sound Books

Books For Toddlers

18 months-3 years old

Music & Sound Books

My Little Sound Books • ill. by Marion BILLET or Elsa FOUQUIER

Paco

32 titles • 12 pages • 150 x 150 mm • 6 sounds • 10 months to 3 years old • 10€
Cat, ChiC, ChiS, Cz, Du, Eng (UK + US), Fi, Frisian, Ger, Gr, Heb, It, Kr, No, Por (Pr), Sp, Sw

J’

Nature

CH
R

Disco

Cherche
et trouve

ERCH

T

Farm

deruptiaepe qui omnis
coribus con noTiaturib voluptia
usdaes

T

copies sold

tia
qui omnis volup
deruptiaepe noTiaturib usdaes
coribus con

LA MUSIQUE

Rock

OUV

Mes petits livres sonores

Coming Soon!

The Seasons

22 languages
1.4 million
Instruments 1

deruptiaepe qui omnis
nobit
voluptia coribus con
accat
ra sitae inctibus eum
apel magnima

ill. by Magali LE HUCHE

11 titles • 24 pages • 185 x 210 mm • 11 to 16 sounds
3+ • 13.50€
Basq, Cat, ChiS, ChiC, Cz, Du, Eng (W), Fi, Ger, Gr, Heb, Hu, It,
Kr, Lit, No, Por, Ro, Slv, Sp (W), Srb, Sw

Over 10 million
copies sold
worldwide!

Moi, en chef d’orchestre

Magali Le Huche

EE

Now featuring 32 titles available for translation, the Little
Sound Books series continues to delight toddlers with
original sounds and cheerful illustrations, encouraging them
to discover animals and music from around the world!
An international bestselling series!

3-6 years old

E

Music & Sound Books

Spring 2021

I Love Music

Turn the pages of Paco's notebook. He pasted pictures of
his trips, his friends and of all his musical adventures! On
each double spread, a musical chip (rock, jazz, hip hop...)
and a surprise sound to look for in the illustration.
Work in progress: 12 pages • 12 sounds
A seek-and-find stand-alone title

Things That Go

Birds

Fall 2021

Paco makes a movie

9

8
The Nutcracker

12 musiques
à écouter

Music
Maestro!

12 pages • 215 x 215 mm • 12 sounds
12 months + • 16.50€
October 2020

16,50 €

Mes petits imagiers sonores

12 pages • 215 x 215 mm • 12 sounds
12 months + • 16.50€
Cat, Cz, Du, Ger, Gr, It, Jp, Kr, No, Sp

new

25/10/2018 15:49

With no less than 12 sounds, this large board book is
the perfect introduction to the classics of the great
composers, from Bach to Rossini via Chopin, Beethoven
or Vivaldi!

Twelve colourful spreads and sounds for a journey around
the world in music! Tunes from North America, South
America, Africa, Europe, and Asia…
Mes musiques d’ailleurs

Paco and Disco

Paco and Jazz

Paco and Mozart

Paco and Rock

Paco and the Brass Band

Paco and the Orchestra

Paco and Vivaldi

Paco at the Opera

Sound Tales
5 titles • 24 pages • 185 x 210 mm
16 sounds • 3+ • 13.50€ • Cat, Gr, Hu, Srb, Sp
Three classic tales interpreted by
the great names of French illustration
and enriched with 16 sounds and music!

It’s Party Time!
12 pages • 215 x 215 mm
5 sounds and lights • 12 months +
14.90€
October 2020

ill. by Benjamin CHAUD

ill. by Olivier TALLEC

ill. by Ronan BADEL

The Jungle Book

The Three Little Pigs

Little Red Riding Hood

new

new
The latest title in our sound and light series, It’s Party
Time! takes little readers on an upbeat tour of famous
swing tunes.

Paco and African Music

My Music
From Around
the World

Maestro

Bach, Chopin, Mozart, Vivaldi…
Écoute les grands compositeurs !

J01469

Paco and Hip Hop

ill. by Aurélie GUILLEREY

Aladdin

Coming Soon!

October 2020

Puss In Boots • ill. by Rolland GUARRIGUE

Spring 2021

Music & Sound Books

Gallimard Jeunesse Musique : Paule du Bouchet
Édition : Claire Babin
Graphisme : Marguerite Courtieu et Anne-Claire Monnier
Fabrication : Pascale Le Roch
Montage et mastering :
Isabelle Davy / Studios Circé
© Éditions Gallimard Jeunesse 2019
Dépôt légal : juin 2019
Numéro d’édition : 337714
Imprimé en Chine par Leo Paper
Loi no49-956 du 16 juillet 1949
sur les publications destinées à la jeunesse

Musique Maestro

ISBN : 978-2-07-510986-4
www.gallimard-jeunesse.fr
Gallimard Jeunesse
5, rue Gaston-Gallimard
75007 Paris - France

dès
1 an

9:HSMARF=VU^][Y:

Debussy

IMPORTANT
InstructIons à lIre attentIvement
- Pour enlever et mettre en place les piles,
dévisser le couvercle du compartiment des
piles avec un tournevis. Après remplacement,
replacer le couvercle et le revisser.
- Les piles ne doivent pas être rechargées.
- Différents types de piles ou des piles neuves
et usagées ne doivent pas être mélangés.
- Les piles doivent être mises en place
en respectant leur polarité.
- Les piles usées doivent être enlevées du livre.
- Les bornes d’une pile ne doivent pas être
mises en court-circuit.

Gallimard
Jeunesse
Musique

Fauré

Vivaldi

World Instruments 1

Musique

es . 12 images

Mozart

Classical Music

Large Format Sound Books • ill. by Marion BILLET or Elsa FOUQUIER
215 x 215 mm • 12 months +

Billet

ues
eurs !

Jungle

Document interne

Music & Sound Books

My Pets

Characters

2-5 years old

Characters

2-5 years old

The Little Honey Bees Series

Characters

4 titles • 28 pages • 195 x 195 mm • 3+ • 6.20€ •
Jp, Ro

by Antoon Krings

Funny Little Bugs

Sweet and tender stories focused
on the smallest inhabitants of the Garden,
the Little Honey Bees.

The creator of the very successful
series of animalistic adventures

– La fleur de l’espoir, du renouveau ! Oh quelle
merveilleuse idée, Votre Majesté ! Pourquoi
n’y ai-je pas pensé plus tôt ?
– Peut-être parce que l’hiver n’est pas ta saison
préférée, Nounou.
– Je l’avoue, Votre Majesté. Je suis bien trop
frileuse pour m’aventurer dans le jardin en
cette saison.
– Comme nous toutes, Nounou, comme
nous toutes !

new

© Manuel Braun

new

The Original Series

62 titles • 28 pages • 195 x 195 mm • 3+ • 6.20€ •
Cro, Cz, Gr, Jp, Kr, Pol, Por (BR), Ro, Ru, Slv, Sp (SP, LA), Tur
With over 60 characters, the Funny Little Bugs’ Garden is a world
full of colours, both entertaining and developmental.
A successful property with over 16 million copies sold in France,
a film, an exhibition at the Musée des Arts Décoratifs in Paris,
a TV series and a wide range of merchandising products available.

Rose and Her Little
Rose

Marguerite,
Little Queen

Snowdrop,
Little Snow Queen

Complete presentation available!

11

Discrete Violette

TV Series Tie-in Licence

Film Tie-in Licence

Based upon the film adapted from Antoon Krings'
characters

Based upon the film adapted from Antoon Krings'
characters

Hardback Picture Books
6 titles • 175 x 205 mm • 3+ • 5.50€

Paperback
32 pages • 190 x 190 mm
3+ • 5€

Sketchbook
140 pages • 295 x 255 mm
8+ • 39.90€

Mischievous Capucine

Characters

Characters

10

October 2020

Goodnight, Buttercup

Lou Little Wolf
8 titles • 28 pages • 190 x 190 mm • 3+ • 6.20€ •
ChiS, Gr, Ro

Large format
52 pages • 295 x 255 mm
5+ • 15€

A young hero who turns the classic figure
of the wolf upside down.
The Art
of Antoon Krings

Siméon Forgot Everything!

Stickers
3 sets of 55 stickers
215 x 285 mm • 3+ • 5€
The Picture Book
of the Movie
I Dare You!

Middle Grade Fiction
2 titles • 32 to 80 pages
120 x 180 mm • 6+ • 6.50€

Lou Little Wolf
Goes on an Adventure

Lou Little Wolf
and the Big Bad Wolf

Lou Little Wolf
at the Wolf Cub School

Lou Little Wolf
Protects His Forest

2-5 years old
by Bénédicte GUETTIER

Trotro

Trotro is a little donkey full of energy. He
discovers the world with lots of enthusiasm,
learning to be autonomous when faced with
new situations. Trotro stories are told with
gentle humour aimed at young children who will
identify with him.

Characters

Trotro & Zaza

16 titles • 20 pages • 165 x 165 mm • 1+ • 5.50€
Follow the adventures of
Trotro and his little sister
Zaza. With untearable
paper and a padded cover,
a chunky little series made
especially for little hands!

Picture Books

Board Books

36 titles • 20 pages
175 x 185 mm • 2+ • 5.60€
It

58 titles • 10 pages
130 x 170 mm • 1+ • 5.10€
Trotro and Zaza
at the Bakery

Trotro and Zaza
at Daycare

By day, Sacha, Amaya and Greg
are ordinary children…

LOGOS

The Original Series

25 titles • 28 pages • 225 x 205 mm • 3+ • 4.90€ •
Tur

12

Characters

The Pyjamasques

But when the clock strikes midnight,
the three young friends put on their
pyjamas and transform into superheroes
thanks to the powers of their animal
totems. Yoyo jumps like a cat and runs as
fast as lightning, Bibou takes flight into
the night like an owl, and Gluglu climbs
as skillfully as a lizard.

Adapted into a successfull TV series.

2-5 years old

With 25 picture book princeps, a television series celebrated all over the world and a
large collection of books based on their television adventures, the Pyjamasques are
ranked amongst children’s favourite heroes!

Gift Books • 80 pages • 245 x 320 mm • 3+ • 16.50€

new

Émile

by Vincent CUVELLIER,
ill. by Ronan BADEL

21 titles • 28 pages • 170 x 200 mm • 3+ • 6€
ChiS (PRC), Du, Ger, Hu, Kr, Ro, Sp
Soon to be adapted into a TV series.
Émile is not only stubborn. He is really, really stubborn.
His numerous whims and fancies always create comical
situations, familiar to every parent.
new

Émile is Just Fine

12

Complete
presentation
available

new

Rita and Whatsit
by Jean-Philippe ARROU-VIGNOD,
ill. by Olivier TALLEC
16 titles • 28 pages • 195 x 195 mm • 4+ • 6€
Rita loves dressing up, running and being the boss. Her
dog, Whatsit, loves chewing, sleeping and cheating at
chess. With these silly friends, boredom is impossible!

new

Émile Celebrates Christmas

13

The Big Book
of Apophis

The Pyjamasques’
Crystal

The Pyjamasques and
Sorceline's Gift

Out of the Series
The Legend of
the Pyjamasques
Legend says that every child is connected
to an animal totem that gives him or
her magic powers. One day, Sorceline
the sorcerer captures all of the animal
totems in a cloud of insects, but three
escape! They arrive on Earth where they
come across three children. Neither the
strongest nor the bravest, but certainly the
friendliest, these children are transformed
into the Pyjamasques!

Rita and Whatsit

36 pages • 210 x 275mm • 3+ • 9.90€

The Pyjamasques and
the Mascrapules

Characters

Characters

A comme Afrique

Picture Books

2-7 years old

Picture Books

Picture Books

2-7 years old

Recommended
by the
French Ministry
of Education

by Kouam TAWA,
ill. by William WILSON

Updated classic tales
to unfold, manipulate,
and read aloud again
and again!

Picture Books

14

A Like Africa

by Muriel BLOCH,
ill. by Magali ATTIOGBÉ

Babel Africa

new

new

From A like “ancestor” to Z like “zebra”, this alphabet
book takes readers to the four corners of the vast African
continent. The artist William Wilson draws inspiration
from the colours of Africa in order to create the 26 letters
of the alphabet with emblematic fabrics, celebrated
poetically by the Cameroonian author Kouam Tawa.

6 titles • 5 spreads with gatefolds • 220 x 170 mm (landscape) • Full colour throughout • 4+ • 12€

64 pages • 218 x 268 mm • 4 + • 22€ •

Each double spread opens up as a small theatre, allowing young readers to completely immerse themselves
in the wonderful setting of the tales. On each spread, a plot twist entices readers to lift the folder: what is
hidden under the page? A wolf? A forest to explore? A witch? Three bears?

• October 2020

A collection of indigenous African tales told by new
masters of storytelling. Explore the cultural diversity of
Africa, a vast continent where the spoken word and the
transmission of stories remain central and necessary
values. From Benin to Rwanda, from Madagascar to the
Comoros, from Burundi to Guinea-Bissau: fifteen countries
are represented in a unique and enlightening manner.
Stories from yesterday told today for tomorrow.
104 pages • 170 x 230 mm • 7+ • 18€ •

These six tales are revisited with skill and cheekiness by Philippe Lechermeier, an award-winning author,
and enhanced by large detailed illustrations by different illustrators.
new

by Bertrand SANTINI,
ill. by Laurent GAPAILLARD

The Snowflake
new
To celebrate New Year's Eve, the king of an enormous
empire holds a party at his castle. From all over the
kingdom, the nobles hurry to lay splendid gifts at His
Majesty’s feet. At midnight, Johann Kepler, a young
mathematician of the court, arrives before the king to
offer a unique gift: a snowflake. The first picture book
illustrated by Laurent Gapaillard, acclaimed illustrator of
the covers of The Mirror Visitor series.

TEXTE ET ILLUSTRATIONS DE FRANÇOIS PLACE

À PARAÎTRE LE 5 NOVEMBRE 2020
48 PAGES – 20 €

ill. by Bérengère DELAPORTE

ill. by Chloé DU COLOMBIER

ill. by Juliette BAILY

Little Red Riding Hood

Hansel and Gretel

The Princess and the Pea

new

56 pages • 240 x 340 mm • All ages • 25€
GALLIMARD JEUNESSE

couv babel booklet.indd 1

18/06/2020 15:47

by François PLACE

Kings and Queens of Babel
new
ill. by Amélie DUFOUR

ill. by Charlotte DES LIGNERIS

ill. by Mylène RIGAUDIE

The Three Little Pigs

Goldilocks and the Three Bears

The Ugly Duckling

Coming Soon! Feb. 2021
Thumbelina
Puss in Boots

While tracking a white stag for days in a far-off and
savage country, Prince Nemrod and his hunters discover
an immense rock towering over the sea. Motivated by a
great ambition, the prince decides to build the highest
tower in the world. It would hold his city and his palace
and he would name it Babel. One day, a young woman
named Zélie, knocks Nemrod off his feet…
48 pages • 370 x 270 mm • 7+ • 20€ • November 2020

15

Picture Books

by Philippe LECHERMEIER

Document interne

The Unfolding Tales

Picture Books

2-7 years old

Picture Books

2-7 years old
by Jean-Luc
ENGLEBERT

by Arnaud ALMÉRAS
new

new

TIAN

The Red Anorak

new

40 pages • 155 x 220 mm
Full colour throughout
7+ • 12.50€ •

by Frédérick MANSOT
and Geneviève MAURIN
by TIAN

Youlan is an energetic little boy who discovers the art of Kung Fu. He trains
very hard, getting stronger and stronger, until the day his mother speaks of
a man so strong he can cut a mountain in half with his hand. Youlan travels
far to meet this man, Master Chin Long, and his assistant, a tiger named
Bogui. Master Chin Long tells Youlan he will accept his challenge to fight if
the boy succeeds in cutting a mountain in half. After many unsuccessful
attempts, Youlan understands he must train his mind to be as strong as his
body.

How Did You Spend Your Lockdown?
24 amusing sketches to illustrate a child’s touching and silly take on the
lockdown period.

Natsume lives alone with his grandmother in the countryside. Through the
window of his bedroom, he can see the cherry tree she planted when he was
born, as a “soul brother” for him. Although he yearns for his parents who died
during Fukushima’s tsunami, the splendours of spring ease his pain. Nature is
a source of love and harmony.

40 pages • 210 x 235 mm • 3+ • 12€ •

• August 2020

1. The Wide World
The first book narrating the
adventures of Lucien in his famous
red parka. Lucien loves zombies and
drawing zombie stories told by his
best friend Jipé.

40 pages • 230 x 290 mm • 5+ • 17€ •

32 pages • 190 x 260 mm • 5+ • 13€
English translation available

17

Avez-vous déjà réveillé un lion
pendant sa sieste, peint un éléphant
en rose ou fait de la corde à sauter
avec un serpent ? Non ?
Alors n’essayez pas, sinon…

Suivez Moussa, son grand-père et une foule
d’animaux rigolos dans une hilarante leçon de bonnes manières !

Naître, étudier, travailler, militer,
vivre et mourir librement.
C’est un trésor d’une incroyable valeur.

Henri
FELLNER

ISBN : 978-2-07-512615-1

9:HSMARF=VW[VZV:

Gallimard Jeunesse

J01938_JeMeSouviens_CV.indd Toutes les pages

by Jean-Baptiste DEL AMO,
ill. by Karine DAISAY

by Samir SENOUSSI,
ill. by Henri FELLNER

Yukio,
Child of the Waves

30 Things You Absolutely
Shouldn’t Do With Animals!

Looking for inspiration, an author travels to the
Japanese archipelago of Yaeyama. On the beach
of a small island, every morning and evening
he encounters a mysterious woman who gazes
tirelessly at the sea. Slowly the writer discovers
the story of Mayumi and her son, Yukio,
a strange little boy who prefers the underwater
world to that of man…

Have you ever woken up a lion from its nap,
painted an elephant pink, played jump rope
with a snake, made a monkey slip on a banana
peel or brush the teeth of a crocodile? No?
Then don’t even try! Otherwise…

40 pages • 156 x 185 mm • All ages • 12€

ill. by ®OBIN

ill. by ®OBIN

All Different,
All the Same?

The Heart on Her Face

I Like When Daddy…

Valentine has a birthmark the shape
of a heart on her face and sometimes
it makes her sad, so she makes
trouble and throws tantrums.

“I like when Daddy takes me on his
shoulders, or when he watches a
rugby game with me on TV.” Small
everyday moments of complicity
between father and child.

All children are different, and yet,
they’re all the same! Some are calm;
some are quick. Some are tough;
some are shy. Some are anxious;
others are brave… But all children
love stories, having parties and
making friends!

32 pages • 220 x 250 mm • 6+ • 12€
48 pages • 215 x 255 mm • 3+ • 14€
• ChiC, ChiS, Kr

2. The Little Magic
Pony
Francette and Lucien unite to create
their first book! They pair their
talents, drawing and writing. But in
all his clumsiness, Lucien lets part of
the book fly away.

À travers l’histoire de sa famille,
arrivée en France il y a un siècle,
Gilles Rapaport nous parle de ces femmes,
hommes, anonymes, voisins,
qui leur ont tendu la main et qui,
sans le savoir, lui ont aussi permis d’être là.

13,50 €

Gallimard Jeunesse

9:HSMARF=U^]UU\:

J01003

12,50 €

ISBN : 978-2-07-509800-7

Gilles Rapaport

ill. by ®OBIN

32 pages • 170 x 230 mm • 6+ • 14€

www.gallimard-jeunesse.fr

www.gallimard-jeunesse.fr

new
Gilles Rapaport

Samir
SENOUSSI

30 CHOSES À NE SURTOUT PAS FAIRE AVEC LES ANIMAUX

new

S. Senoussi H.Fellner

new

56 pages • 210 x 240 mm • 7+ • 14.90€
English translation available

Gallimard Jeunesse

Picture Books
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ill. by ®OBIN

Natsume’s
Dream

Youlan’s Challenge

Gallimard Jeunesse

J01938

Gallimard Jeunesse

humour
par Tian

Document interne

LE DÉFI DE YOULAN

zi vit Youlan,
énergie.
maître Chin Long :
une montagne
main.
ncer pour Youlan !

Gallimard Jeunesse

by Gilles RAPAPORT

3. The School Fair

24/01/2020 15:49

Between holidays in Brittany,
meetings in the library and a haircut
disaster, Lucien and Francette keep
working on The Little Magic Pony, their
upcoming comic book project that
must be ready for the school fair.

I Remember
I remember a country that welcomed my
grandmother and grandfather.
I remember that my father was born in this country
that gave him citizenship simply because he was
born there.
I remember the policeman who warned my
grandmother of the upcoming raid. A hopeful
testimony of several generations who lived
through the 20th century.
31 pages • 217 x 269 mm • 7+ • 13.50€

ill. by ®OBIN

ill. by ®OBIN

ill. by Vincent BORGEAU

I Like When Mummy…

Is Daddy
Perfectly Perfect?

The Coat of Words

“I like when Mummy waters the
flowers on the balcony because I
get to help her and she teases me:
you watered your feet, they’ll grow
well!” Small everyday moments of
complicity between mother and
child.
48 pages • 215 x 255 mm • 3+ • 14€
• ChiS

A dad is full of love, but also
contradictions. “Why is Daddy
always asking us to tidy our rooms
when his workshop is so messy?”
32 pages • 210 x 250 mm • 3+ • 9€

A mother and father collect sweet
words of love and encouragement
to create a gift for their child.
Emotional words, silly words or
calming words to lull their daughter
to sleep.
28 pages • 175 x 235 mm • 1+ • 12,90€

Picture Books

TIAN

Pour toi, le conﬁnement c’était comment ?

2-7 years old

Picture Books

2-7 years old

new

by Chloé
ALMÉRAS

ill. by Pooya ABBASIAN

The Bear
and the Solittle

Me Too!

The old Bear was living by himself
in his Underhill-House, while the
Solittle lived in a village lost in the
hills. These unlikely friends never
should have met, but one day the
Solittle falls into the Bear’s cave.

While on vacation at the sea,
Ninon wants to do everything like
her big brother: collect wood, help
prepare meals, climb the rocks,
ride bikes… But everyone tells her
she’s too little!

32 pages • 162 x 230 mm • 3+ • 9.90v

October 2020

by AKI

by Michaël ESCOFFIER,
ill. by Sébastien MOURRAIN

Three Grains of Rice

52 pages • 210 x 275 mm • 7+ • 9.90€ •

4 titles • 32 pages • 190 x 190 mm • Full colour throughout • 4+ • 6€
Beware of the waves, Cricri the Dolphin is here! A new
quirky character that gently and humorously makes fun
of children’s ingenuity and naivety.

by Suzanne ARHEX

Massime, Fly Hunter
Massime isn’t a perfect little girl,
she’s actually rather clumsy. But
there is one thing she’s unbeatable
at: hunting flies.
28 pages • 215 x 270 mm • 4+ • 14.90€

by Nathalie AZOULAI,
ill. by Jeanne LE RUZ

by Julien BAER,
ill. by Magali LE HUCHE

by Victor COUTARD,
ill. by Pooya ABBASIAN

Handstand

Mister Pistachio, Stop!

A Tree As a Friend

On the beach, Ada practices doing
cartwheels and handstands. Her
mother confesses that she’s never
been able to do handstand as a
child. For Ada, this confession is
a challenge: she has to teach her
mother the art of handstanding!

A pistachio nut escapes from a snack
bowl and takes a stroll through
Paris. Excited by his freedom, Mister
Pistachio wreaks havoc on the city!

An ecological and poetic text by
an engaged author; a perfect way
to learn the essential roles of each
element of our planet, and how to
preserve them.

32 pages • 230 x 230 mm • 3+ • 14.50€
60 pages • 230 x 290 mm • 4+ • 18€
• ChiS
English translation available

32 pages • 282 x 215 mm
Full colour throughout • 5+ • 9.90€

Picture Books
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Long Live Vacation!

Topsy-Turvy

In each volume, about 15 cartoon-like stories derived
from the childhood of three rambunctious sisters: Eve,
Ninie and Del. From rollerblading to cooking crêpes to
playing video games, there is never a dull moment with
the three grains of rice!

Three Little Cats • by Claude HELFT, ill. by AKI

19
Cricri The Dolphin
Is Such A Lucky Guy!

Cricri The Dolphin
Thinks He’s A Mermaid

To be published in May 2021:
new

new

by Kate BANKS,
ill. by Georg HALLENSLEBEN

If The Moon Could Speak

40 pages • 185 x 220 mm • 3+ • 13.50€ •

Inside a house, a child is getting
ready for bed... In this tranquil,
evocative picture book, text and
pictures illuminate interior and
exterior nighttime scenes, showing
us what the moon might see, and
say, if it could talk.

One, Two and Three are a trio of two brothers and their
sister who have lots of fun and adventures together. One
is bossy, Two is creative, and Three is bright. They play,
dream, and quarrel like all siblings do!
Cricri the Dolphin Wants
You To Adopt Him

Cricri The Dolphin Saves
the World

by Christophe BATAILLON

One Circle, Two Dots
Learning how to draw is easy! One
circle and two dots make a head.
Nobody can fail this class. A cheerful
little guide for children to express
their artistic talent!
96 pages • 175 x 230 mm • 6+ • 12.90€

40 pages • 235 x 257 mm • 3+ • 12.25€

by Jean-Michel BILLIOUD,
ill. by Pauline MARTIN

by Victor COUTARD,
ill. by Pooya ABBASIAN

The Long-Distance
Captain

Sonnette Between
Dog and Wolf

This captain is never over with
travelling on board of his boat.
Until the stormy day he realizes his
little Joseph is growing up far away,
without his dad... What about taking
Joseph on a trip to share a bit of his
life with him?

Sonnette is a little Parisian girl, who
dreams of a city where trees, plants
and flowers could grow everywhere!
With Wolf and Dog she runs around the
city and as soon as she sees a ground
spot: Dog digs a hole, Sonnette plants
the seed and Wolf waters it.

32 pages • 282 x 215 mm • 3+ • 15€

48 pages • 275 x 235 mm • 4+ • 18€
English translation available

by Jean-Philippe ARROU-VIGNOD

Three Little Cats

Three Little Cats Have Fun

ChiS, Ru

Three Little Cats On Screen

new
ill. Tali EBRARD

ill. by Jean-Claude GÖTTING

How Akouba
Invented Writing

Prince Savage & the She-Fox

Happy Birthday,
Three Little Cats!

Once upon a time, in a faraway
country, children always forgot
during the night what they had
learned the day before. That is, until
the clever Akouba invented writing
to preserve the knowledge mankind
accumulated.

September 2020

32 pages • 160 x 230 mm • 4+ • 13€

In a faraway kingdom, there lived a prince
who only loved hunting. One day, his leg
got caught in a trap he had set himself.
He almost fainted out of rage and pain,
but when he opened his eyes, a strange
creature was watching him. A medieval
tale with a human and ecological message.
48 pages • 275 x 235 mm • 9+ • 16€

by Alice BRIÈRE-HAQUET,
ill. by Bruno LIANCE

by Davide CALI,
ill. Magali Clavelet

by Alex COUSSEAU,
ill. by Charles DUTERTRE

by Pooya ABBASIAN
and Nariman HATAMI

Nina

It’s the Cat!

The King With Nothing

A striking episode in the life of Nina
Simone who, during her first concert
at 12, stood up and refused to play
when her mum was forced to sit at the
back of the room.

Last night, Jojo was killed. To his
friends, it’s obvious: the cat is
guilty! The scratch marks on the wall
are the proof and last night they
heard a terrifying miaowing. But
Mike, the mouse detective, isn’t as
quickly convinced.

In the Upside-Down country, everyone
has everything but the king doesn't
want to own anything.

Sinavar’s Secrets and
Other Tales from Iran

36 pages • 217 x 269 mm • 6+ • 14.90€
Eng (NA), It, Kr, Sp (LA)
English translation available

28 pages • 220 x 275 mm • 4+ • 14€
ChiC, ChiS, Kr, Ru

36 pages • 290 x 200 mm • 5+ • 14.50€
It
English translation available

Seven traditional Iranian tales reinvented
at the crossroads of the East and West,
where the legendary bird Simorgh
of the Persian mythology lingers.
Metamorphoses and endless variations
on the how and the why of things.
48 pages • 275 x 235 mm • 4+ • 18€

Picture Books

Picture Books

Picture Books

2-7 years old

Picture Books

2-7 years old

by Vincent CUVELLIER

ill. by Brice Postma UZEL

Animal Crossing

new
In the middle of winter, 16 animals escape the Moscow zoo. Three wolves,
a penguin, a gazelle, an owl, a crocodile, a hyena and others embark on an
uncertain journey, lead by the bear and followed by the ever-silent zoo guard.
But where are they going?

ill. by Aurélie GUILLEREY

ill. by ®OBIN

by DEDIEU & COMPAGNIE

Children are Naughty

Marguerite’s Journey
Through Time

Zoo

Children are naughty and parents
are nice. Some children bite and
don’t share their toys, some of them
fight and make lots of noise. Let’s
remember that parents were young
once too!
28 pages • 225 x 245 mm • 6+ • 11.80€
• Eng (W), It, Sp (LA)
English translation available

40 pages • 230 x 290 mm • 7+ • 14€ •

Two little girls, both named Marguerite,
travel through time and exchange their
lives. So many things have changed
between 1910 and 2010: clothing,
transportation, hobbies, but also the
relationship between parents and
children and children’s place in society.

An original way of discovering zoo
animals from a different point of
view.
30 pages • 235 x 330 mm • 3+ • 15.25€
• Dk

by Jean-Baptiste DEL AMO,
ill. by Pauline MARTIN

by Dominique DEMERS,
ill. by Nicolas DEBON

by Charlotte ERLIH,
ill. by Marjolaine LERAY

Just Like You

Every Night on Earth

Little Ghost

"Just like you, I have feelings. I am
happy or sad and I don’t like to be in
pain!" A beautiful text that gently
advocates respect for nature and
animals.

The perfect bedtime story: parents
and children will recognize
themselves in this shared ritual that
takes all the pain out of going to
bed.

Little Ghost is upset: she can’t
frighten anybody. And a ghost that
isn’t scary is like a witch without a
broom, it’s ridiculous!

32 pages • 230 x 230 mm • 3+ • 9.90€
ChiS, It, Kr, Pol, Tur
English translation available

32 pages • 225 x 305 mm • 4+ • 13.20€
Eng (NA), Por (Br)

32 pages • 223 x 223 mm • 3+ • 9.90€

124 pages • 180 x 310 mm • 8+ • 20.50€
• Recommended by the
French Ministry of Education • It
Recently adapted into a feature-length film
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ill. by Delphine PERRET

My Son
“My son is my son. I have known
him since he was born, maybe even
before, to give you an idea. I know
him so well you could say I made him.
Actually, I did.” A tender book about
a father’s love for his son.
96 pages • 175 x 225 mm • 5+ • 15€

Over 41,000
copies sold
in France

ill. by Charles DUTERTRE

My Very Tall Friend
Josef and Karel have known each
other for a long time. While Karel is
an ordinary boy, Josef has a problem:
he is continuously growing. What can
he do when everything becomes too
small for him? A moving story about
accepting one’s differences.

by Béatrice FONTANEL,
ill. by Alexandra HUARD

by Elise FONTENAILLE,
ill. by Sandrine THOMMEN

Massamba, the Eiffel
Tower Merchant

The Extraordinary
Voyage of the Cat from
Mossoul As Told By
Himself

Like so many others, Massamba
had to flee his native Africa to seek
refuge in France. Having arrived
in Paris after a harrowing journey,
Massamba must work as a souvenir
vendor for tourists. What a shock to
finally see the real Eiffel Tower he’s
always heard about!
36 pages • 230 x 315 mm • 5+ • 14.90€

Once upon a time there was an
extraordinary cat and that cat is me!
I lived with my mistress in Mossoul
where I was the happiest cat in the
world! But one day, men dressed in
black invaded our city and we had
to flee.
28 pages • 200 x 260 mm • 6+ • 13€

44 pages • 170 x 340 mm • 4+ • 12.20€

ill. by Éloïse SCHERRER

ill. Benjamin CHAUD

The Black Hole

Georgia

Misha tries to remember when it first
appeared. It was there from the very
beginning and never left her, even
when everything seemed to go well.

Georgia, star of song, remembers a
night as a young girl where she heard
a violin playing just behind the wall.
It was Sam, a strange neighbour who
played by candlelight. But who is this
Sam who wanted Georgia to sing?

44 pages • 220 x 220 mm • 7+ • 14.50€
Recommended by the French Ministry
of Education
ChiS, Ru, Tur
English translation available

ill. by ®OBIN

ill. by Charles DUTERTRE

ill. by Aurore CALLIAS

The Big Secret

The First Time I Was
Born

The Flying Children

I have a secret, but I’m not ready to
tell you yet. I tell the snail, Pilou the
cat who repeats it to the mouse, who
tells the spider, who whispers it to
the rose, who informs the bee, who
tells the sparrows who love my secret
so much they sing the most beautiful
song in the world.

Full of tenderness and humour,
each spread evokes a "first time", a
big or small step, a discovery or an
experience that progressively builds
the story of a girl, from being born to
giving birth.

The city is calm, very calm. The
adults walk two-by-two, followed
by children who are well-behaved,
very well-behaved. Suddenly, a
child raises his nose to the air and
everything becomes crazy, silly and
fun!

104 pages • 200 x 200 mm • 4+ • 17€

28 pages • 215 x 255 mm • 7+ • 14€

Recommended by the French Ministry
of Education
ChiS (PRC), Ger, Hu, It, Kr, Sp (SP), Th
English excerpts available

by Clément C. FABRE

The Dads' Mystery
ill. by Suzanne ARHEX

The Kissing War
Nobody knows how it started
exactly… A little boy came out of the
bathroom when a little girl went right
up and SMACK, she kissed him on the
mouth! Precisely! A big kiss! I think
that’s how the Kissing War began…
28 pages • 200 x 250 mm • 5+ • 13.90€

Stéphanie, Amélie and Clément’s
dads meet every Friday. But what
could they be doing together?
Might they be super heroes or rock
stars? The three children are on the
case! A picture book full of humour
that celebrates imagination and
friendship.
28 pages • 230 x 230 mm • 4+ • 13.90€

44 pages with a CD • 255 x 295 mm
7+ • 24.90€

by Alexandra GARIBAL,
ill. by Fred BENAGLIA

A Dog of the Cities
On the street lives an abandoned
dog, a red dog, the colour of anger
and blood. One day, a little girl
comes and plays next to him, without
chasing him, without kicking him.
Will they be able to tame each
other? A powerful and poetic picture
book about abandonment and the
strength of friendship.
28 pages • 282 x 215 mm • 5+ • 14.90€
ChiC, ChiS (PRC), Sp (LA), Tur
English translation available
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by Timothée de Fombelle

photographs by Marie LIESSE

The Day
I’ll Be a Grown-Up:
A Story of Thumbelina
A celebration of the magic of
childhood, with a simple and
delicate yet powerful text. A nod
to the famous tale of Thumbelina
by a great author, enhanced by the
enchanting photographs of Marie
Liesse.
32 pages • 220 x 220 mm • 3+ • 14.50€

Picture Books

2-7 years old

Picture Books

by Francesco PITTAU

by Susie MORGENSTERN

by Catherine GRIVE,
ill. by Muriel KERBA

Nino’s Colours

ill. by Gaëtan DORÉMUS

Help, a Monster!

The Sandcastle

Nino changes colour when he is
sick (green), angry (red) or afraid
(purple). A cute book about
emotions and colours.

Ouah!

Four red and menacing tentacles
chase a gang of four kids throughout
the city and the countryside! The
monster finally approaches, scaring
them all: “Help! The monster is
here!” But there’s no need to be
afraid. This is a tickle monster!

It’s summer. On the beach, a group
of children creates a challenge:
who can make a better sandcastle,
the boys or the girls? When the boys
lose, they furiously destroy the girls’
sandcastle. The girls leave, upset.
Eager to apologize, the boys suggest
a new challenge: who can find the
biggest seashell?

Red Dog wanted to be different, a
unique dog with a unique style. But
as soon as he changes, Green Dog,
Yellow Dog and Blue Dog imitate
him. In the end, they all look the
same! Red Dog is furious. Better stay
as you are…
60 pages • 170 x 230 mm • 4+ • 12€
• Kr, Sp (W)

Picture Books
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by Bernadette GERVAIS

28 pages • 165 x 237 mm • 3+ • 12€
English translation available

A gorgeous counting book, exploring
the house and its inhabitants step by
step with the beautiful illustrations
of Bernadette Gervais. A large square
format with highgloss tearproof inside
paper which will delight the young
readers.

A strawberry, a ladybug, a poppy, a
tomato: what do these things have in
common? They’re all red! Frogs and
leaves are green. The sun is yellow like
a lemon. Many different things share a
common colour.

Bernadette Gervais' witty illustrations
offer an ABC book full of surprises, with
a host of animals lending a part of their
anatomies to the shape a letter: C is the
scarab's leg, G is the elephant's trunk,
M is the camel's hump… An original and
imaginative way to look at the alphabet!
56 pages • 240 x 320 • 6+ • 15€

The Blue Hour
One hour a day, the light slowly fades
and the night gently takes over its place.
The Moon and the Evening Star appear,
some flowers just start opening while
others close their petals, butterflies
and moth pass each other… This is the
poetics of the Blue Hour, before the
child sleeps, before the night comes.
32 pages • 240 x 300 mm • 4+ • 14.50€

ill. by Serge BLOCH

The Pink Suitcase

Allright Allwrong

When he was born, Benjamin
received all sorts of nice, acceptable
presents like blankets, toys, sleeper,
even a swing! Nobody understood
when Grandma offered an unusual
gift for a baby: a pink suitcase.
Nevertheless, Benjamin loves this
gift most of all.

Home Is No Longer
Home

One second is all it takes to fall in
love. One minute is enough time to
decide between vanilla or chocolate.
One century is the time a tree needs
to regrow after burning down. How
long is a second, a minute and a
century?

Allright and Allwrong are twin
brothers who are total opposites.
One of them does everything as
he should, while the other does
everything completely wrong. Can
one always be super perfect or super
messy?

36 pages • 255 x 287 mm • 5+ • 15€
ChiS

36 pages • 175 x 235 mm • 5+ • 10€
Tur

32 pages • 175 x 245 mm • 6+ • 13.50€
Eng (W), It, Pol, Vt
English translation available

The perfect picture book to
accompany changing homes,
an important subject treated
delicately. A young boy lives in an
apartment with his family. He loves
living in the big city! There, he has
familiar landmarks and routines. But
then, his parents announce they’re
going to move…
40 pages • 217 x 269 mm • 4+ • 14€
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by PITTAU et GERVAIS
Picture Book of Colours

AlphaBeast

ill. by Serge BLOCH

36 pages • 170 x 245 mm • 3+ • 13€

One, Two, Three, House

24 pages • 255 x 255 mm • 3+ • 15€

1 Second, 1 Minute,
1 Century

by Julien HIRSINGER
and Constance VERLUCA,
ill. by Cathy KARSENTY

128 pages • 270 x 260 mm • 3+ • 21€
• Ger, Heb, Kr

When I Was Little/
When I Am Grown Up

by Fanny JOLY,
ill. by Fred BENAGLIA

by Érik L’Homme,
ill. by Lorène BIHOREL

by Benoît MARCHON,
ill. by ®OBIN

by Carole MARTINEZ,
ill. by Violaine LEROY

I Want My Dummies Back!

The Patience of the Heron

In the World There Is…

Beauty and the Beast

Charlotte LOVES her dummies. She
has many, all over the house and
always has one in her mouth, even if
it keeps her from speaking properly.
One day the whole family decides
they are fed up with the beloved
dummies and Charlotte is turned into
the victim of a burlesque conspiracy!

Mizuki is a young orphan who
painfully misses her parents and
Shinzo, her best friend who moved
to the city to become a master of
the sabre. She decides to set off
in search of Shinzo. Her journey
becomes a voyage of initiation that
will seal her fate.

In the world, there are all sorts of
things. Beautiful things and ugly
things, living or still, and there are
all sorts of people, of all colours and
sizes and... there is you!

A Belle with character, an intriguing
and tender Beast, a timeless love
story reinvented for young readers
by a great author and superbly
illustrated with three striking colours
by Violaine Leroy.

28 pages • 217 x 269 mm • 3+ • 14€
It, Jp, Sp (W), Tur
English translation available

48 pages • 290 x 207 mm • 5+ • 15.90€

by Florence NOIVILLE,
ill. by Alice CHARBON

by Véronique OVALDÉ,
ill. by Laurent MOREAU

by Martin PAGE,
ill by Ronan BADEL

The Baby Who Didn’t
Want to Be Born

The Jungle Book

The License to Be a Child

In this philosophical retelling of
a classic, award-winning author
Véronique Ovaldé sheds a new light
on the jungle and its dangers, men
and their madness, and the choice
between the jungle and civilisation.

Astor is a dreamy child, who loves
drawing his favourite vegetables in
his sketchbook. One day, he receives
a summons from the Childhood
Commission that judges he is not a
very convincing child. Astor undergoes
the candy test, the ball test, the
tickle test and many more, but
without much success. As a result, he
is forbidden to play and to eat sweets.

44 pages • 230 x 250 mm • 6+ • 14€
It, Kr, ChiS (PRC)

32 pages • 255 x 315 mm • 5+ • 14€
Recommended by the French Ministry
of Education.

A little boy, full of imagination and
humour, shows us the world through a
child’s eyes. He sees the advantages he
has as a little kid. In the second volume,
he imagines how it will be when he is
older.
44 pages • 160 x 170 mm with a flap • 3+
12.20€ •
• Kr, Sp (SP, LA)

Mum Loves Me!/
Dad Loves Me!
I do mess around, I cry a lot and paint
the dog red. I am very clumsy, absentminded and shy, but my Mum and Dad
still love me !
28 pages • 170 x 170 mm • 3+ • 9.50€
• Sp (W)

The whole family impatiently awaits
the birth of the baby who is just fine
where he is! To convince him to come
out, the whole family–father, sister,
cousins, and grandfather–explain
the joys of life outside, each from a
unique point of view. But his mother,
of course, will have the last word.
28 pages • 173 x 208 mm • 4+ • 9.15€
It

32 pages • 255 x 315 mm • 5+ • 14€
Alb, Slk

40 pages • 217 x 269 mm • 4+ • 14€ • Tur
English translation available

by Alexandra PICHARD

Dear Bill
“Dear Bill…Thank you for your letter,
I think we will get along well. I also
like to play ping pong and watch TV.”
A quirky correspondence between
two unusual students: Oscar the ant
and Bill the octopus. Despite their
differences, Oscar and Bill become
fast friends.
44 pages • 205 x 285 mm • 3+ • 14.50€
ChiS (PRC), Eng (NA), Sp (LA, NA), Tur
English translation available

Picture Books

28 pages • 165 x 165 mm • 2+ • 6.90€

2-7 years old

Picture Books

2-7 years old

by Emmanuel POLANCO

Picture Books

2-7 years old

by Claude PONTI
The Book of Adèle
24 pages • 425 x 265 mm • 2+
22€
Recommended by the French
Ministry of Education
ChiS, Sp

Animals in the Night

A beautiful black and white picture
book to teach children to count while
observing animals who play hideand- seek in the snow: 2 zebras,
7 penguins, 1 polar bear, 3 Siberian
tigers...

Who said that at night, everything is
grey, everything is black? Children
will search with curiosity these
subtle illustrations to see many
shapes emerge from the shadows,
irresistibly caught in a poetic game
of hide-and-seek.

54 pages • 260 x 260 mm • 3+ • 20.20€
• ChiS (PRC)

by Anne SIBRAN,
ill. by Caroline GAMON

by Grégoire SOLOTAREFF

Santa Claus: The Truth

My Black Panther
One night, a little girl follows a black panther
into a magical and incredible world where men
and beasts are allies. A coming-of-age story
immersing the reader in a fascinating and
dreamlike journey, where the panther becomes a
guardian for the growing child.

36 pages • 225 x 300 mm • 4+ • 14.50€
• ChiS (PRC)
English translation available
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A tale without words. When Adèle immerses herself in her picture book, she
meets all of her friends. At first sight, they are well-behaved, but in fact
their lives are terribly turbulent! The chicks are mischevious, the turtle looks
puzzled, the bear and the doll dance like fools… Look closely to see what
changes as you turn the pages.

Adèle and the Shovel

Adèle Enters the Story

What can be done with a really nice
shovel? Bouncing on the TicklingMeadow, scoffing at the Terrible
Beast of the Sands, discovering
the splendours of an island made
of cakes... Adèle travels! Laughing
helps you grow.

When Adèle goes to bed, real life
begins. She enters her book and it
is time for tremendous adventures,
where flowers can speak and trees
have eyes.

48 pages • 235 x 295 mm • 7+ • 16.90
• Tur
English translation available

How can you spot a fake Santa Claus? Why
was Santa Claus unhappy as a child? What do
artichokes have to do with Santa Claus? Arranged
alphabetically, this nonsensical but easy-to-use
book is the ultimate guide to the mysterious man
in red and his elves.
352 pages • 150 x 150 mm • 5+ • 20€
English translation available

by Jean-Luc VÉZINET, Nane VÉZINET
and Rolande CAUSSE,
ill. by Amélie FONTAINE

Tales of Mother Earth
The heroine of these nine tales is our planet
Earth, so beautiful, so blue, so fragile, so
threatened. Since the dawn of time, tales possess
extraordinary powers and these stories share with
us an ancestral wisdom. An invitation to respect
nature, the sky, the land and the sea, animals and
plants.
40 pages • 215 x 255 mm • 5+ • 14.50€
• Sp, Tur
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40 pages • 265 x 430 mm • 23€

Picture Books

Animals in the Snow

48 pages • 322 x 255 mm • 23€

by Stéphane SERVANT,
ill. by Elise GÉHIN

by Samir SENOUSSI,
ill. by Henri FELLNER

Taxi Pouet Pouet

The Animals’ First Day
of School

The whimsical and exhilarating
odyssey of a taxi ride through
the city. A helpful driver picks up
everyone on the street, from a little
lady going to the dancing hall to the
zoo animals or the local marching
band. So many people in such a
hurry, and of course, everyone has a
good reason!
32 pages • 217 x 269 mm • 4+ • 14€

Imagine that animals also have to
go back to school. Here they make
new friends, chat, and discover many
activities. The perokeet learns the
alphabet, the chameleon draws with
all the colours and the monkeys play
on the jungle gym. Before they know
it, the bell rings!

by Roberto PRUAL-REAVIS

by Séverine VIDAL

by Yann WALCKER

new

36 pages • 250 x 300 mm • 4+ • 13€
ChiS, Dk, It

Respirus
Respirus is a goldfish who, tired of the polluted sea, leaves his home in search
of a clean place to live. But no matter where he goes, Respirus can’t escape
pollution, over-crowding, and confusion. Evolving legs, wings, and lungs as
he explores the world, his search eventually takes him to outer space. Here he
practices interior breathing that causes him to inflate, swelling so large.
56 pages • 210 x 240 mm • 7+ • 14,90€ •

by Marianna RUIZ JOHNSON

I Know A Bear
“I know a bear who comes from far
away, from a place he calls the Land
of the Bears.” This tender story reads
like a modern classic, ever so gently
posing questions about life for
animals in the zoo versus in the wild.
28 pages • 250 x 250 mm • 4+ • 12.70€
• ChiC, ChiS, En, It, Kr, Sp
English translation available

• September 2020

by Marianne RENOIR,
ill. by Karine BERNARDOU

Princess Chameleon

Henri’s Mirror

Like all princesses, Camelia is
looking for a husband. But between
her mother who’s afraid of getting
older, her half-fairy half-crazy
godmother, not to mention the
twisted curse a chameleon cast, it
is not an easy task! A modern fairy
tale that revists gender codes with a
generous dash of humour.

Henri Lizard has only one passion:
painting. One day, he reads a quote by
Leonardo da Vinci: “Who really seeks
true art needs to know how to paint
a mirror reflecting what is facing it.”
Henri’s whole universe is shaken. But
when a masterpiece is completed, is
success guaranteed forever?

40 pages • 237 x 297 mm • 7+ • 14.90€

72 pages • 201 x 247 mm • 7+ • 14.90€
• ChiS, It

ill. by Amélie GRAUX

ill. by Louis THOMAS

ill. by Nathalie CHOUX

I Love My Nightmares

The Coat

The Raboultaf

The funny story of a little girl who
likes her scary nightmares filled with
wolves, noises in the attic, hairy
monsters and dark forests. Bring on
the nightmares!

A sensitive book that addresses
delicate issues children often ask
questions about: inequality and
poverty. Lison dreams of the day
she’ll be able to wear the red coat of
her sister. A real coat for a big girl!
And when that day comes, right in
the middle of winter, Lison boasts,
“It is so beautiful, so warm, it is
perfect!”

“Alice-Mischief lived in Perfect
Country. Here perfect days took
place under a perfect sun, perfect
flowers had perfect smiles and
along perfect alleys, perfect houses
were lined up perfectly… But in this
perfect place, Alice-Mischief was
bored.”

28 pages • 200 x 280 mm • 5+ • 14€
Cat, ChiS (PRC), It, Ru, Sp (SP)
English translation available

by Yann WALCKER,
ill. by Roland GARRIGUE

Good Cat, Bad Cat
Tim and Tom are two funny cats
with very different personalities.
Tim is Mister Perfect, always shining
from his whiskers to his paws. Tom
is an uncontrollable and blundering
hairball. These inseparable brothers
are nothing alike, but their opposites
make for a hilarious story.

32 pages • 217 x 269 mm • 4+ • 14€
36 pages • 195 x 230 mm • 4+ • 12.50€

28 pages • 220 x 275 mm • 6+ • 14€
Tur

Psychology

Philosophy

Psychology

Children’s Psychology New Edition
by Catherine DOLTO and Colline FAURE-POIRÉE, ill. by ®obin
33 revamped titles (80 titles in the original series)
28 pages • 170 x 205 mm • 2+ • 6.50€
• It, Gr, Hu, Kr, Pol, Ro
Title list available upon request

Doctor Catherine Dolto speaks directly to children, tackling with
humour and tact the important questions relevant to everyday life.
From learning autonomy to managing emotions, this updated collection
explores familiar situations and helps children to grow.

new

almost
300,000
copies sold!

new

new

Philosophy for Kids

new

by Tahar BEN JELLOUN, ill. by Hubert POIREAU BOURDAIN
208 pages •190 x 240 mm • 12+ • 15€
What is a thought? Love? Justice? Xenophobia? In
96 entries, a former philosophy teacher offers young
readers the keys to understanding concepts relevant
to life as a student, citizen and individual. These wise
lessons are relayed with simplicity and illustrated with
humour, complete with exercises at the end of each
entry to put these ideas into practice.

Thinking is Cool!

31 titles
70-80 pages • 125 x 200 mm • 11+ • 10.50€ • Alb, Chis, Ger, Hu, Jp, Kr, Por (BR/PR), Ru, Sp, Srb, Tur, Vt
Title list available upon request

Living Well Together

Shyness

new

Embarrassment

new

new

Thinking is Cool! is a
collection of over 30 titles
written by philosophers,
thinkers and writers that
invites children to reflect on
pertinent social and political
issues. War, conversation,
humanity and the
environment are just a few
of the many topics covered
in these books.

Philophile
Changing Countries

Family

Boys and Girls

Title list available upon request

Coming Soon!

The End of the
Lockdown and
Afterwards

10 titles
48 pages • 135 x 200 mm • 15+ • 10€
Kr
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by Marie GAILLE,
ill. by Donatien MARY

by Étienne KLEIN,
ill. by Guillaume DÉGÉ

by Martine GASPAROV,
ill. by Violaine LEROY

Living With(In)
Our Environment

Was There an
Instant Zero?

Let’s Eat! The
Philosophy of Meals

Wetting the Bed

My Blended Family

What Is Europe?

What’s the purpose of life? Who am I really? Our existence is full
of tough questions. Written by a group of different authors and
illustrated by the talented comics artist, Alfred, Philophile initiates
high school students in philosophical reasoning, helping them to
better understand their own lives and the complexities of our world.

new

Saying “No!”

by Céline SPECTOR,
ill. by Emmanuel
POLANCO

new

by Martine GASPAROV

by Claire MARIN

by Jennifer THIAULT

by Pierre PÉJU

Reading, What for?

Does My Body
Belong to Me?

All Alike?

Are We All Narcissistic?

Philosophy

Psychology
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Non-Fiction

Non-Fiction

Non-Fiction

My First Animated Picture Book

22 titles • 10 pages with flaps and 2 wheels • 180 x 180 mm
from 18 months to 3 years old • 8.90€
Cat, ChiS, Cz, It, Jp, Slk, Sp (W)

This one-of-a-kind series offers a fun new twist on learning,
encourages language skills and enriches children’s vocabulary.
• Spreads with flaps, wheels, selective varnish, embossing shapes,
lively colours and rounded corners
• Questions addressed directly to little readers allowing them to discover,
recognise and name familiar objects
• A hide-and-seek game on the last double spread

6 titles • 16 pages • over 40 flaps • 180 x 265 mm
3-6 years old • 9.90€
A new non-fiction animated series for ages 3 to 6, with over 40 flaps to lift per title!
It combines extensive information on each subject with artwork by contemporary
artists, each with his own efficient figurative style.
The top part of each spread is narrative, providing a general approach of the subject.
The bottom part is a quiz, with questions and answers on more factual and intriguing
details and anecdotes.

ill. by Ella BAILEY

ill. by Elsa FOUQUIER

The Night

The Forest

What happens when night falls? Discover the moon and stars,
streetlamps and light bulbs, nocturnal animals and bedtime.
An animated picture book to speak to little ones about night time.

The tree, trunk, leaves, squirrel, owl and fox: explore the forest while
learning the names of the plants and animals who live there. A lovely
book that is bound to inspire autumn walks.

October 2020

October 2020
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Already published:

The Sea

Little Bugs

Opposites

The Body

Wild Animals

Colours

Numbers

Shapes

Home

The Mountain

Transports

Seasons

Pets

Baby Animals

Farm Animals

by Christophe CHAFFARDON
ill. by Tom GOYON

by Emmanuelle KÉCIR-LEPETIT
ll. par Sylvie BESSARD

Space

Dinosaurs

At night, the Moon, planets and stars open the door to
the infinity of space that astronomers and astronauts
explore. What is a planet? What is the surface of the
moon made of? The colourful illustrations will transport
readers to the Moon, inside a space station, Mars, and
even in search of extra-terrestrial life...

Why were the dinosaurs so huge? By following the
adventures of a young triceratops, prehistoric
enthusiasts will discover the life of the missing giants:
food, babies, colours, extinction, everything that
researchers learned from the study of dinosaur fossils...

by Emmanuel TREDEZ
ill. by KIKO

by Sophie LAMOUREUX,
ill. by Annette MARNAT

by Jean-Michel BILLIOUD,
ill. by Sébastien PELON

by Anne-Sophie BAUMANN,
ill. by Ella BAILEY

Firemen

The Vegetable Patch

Paris

The Farm

Coming Soon!
Baby’s Day

Engines

Clothes

Food

Christmas

Pirates and Horseriding School
February 2021
Football • May 2021

Non-Fiction

Non-Fiction

New
collection!

new

new
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Almost 160,000
copies sold in
France!

Lift and Discover!

Non-Fiction

Non-Fiction
Anti piqûres

Animated Worlds
travailler

My Animated Worlds

9 titles • 20 pages with flaps • 250 x 250 mm • 6-10 years old
14,90€ • Cat, ChiS, It, Sp

Non-Fiction
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Le miel : sucre parfumé, aliment complet et
condiment, est aussi un produit de beauté
ou de soin, par exemple en cas de brûlure.

La récolte
du miel

L’apiculteur ôte les opércules
des rayons de cire à l’aide
d’un couteau pour laisser
s’écouler le miel, qui sera
filtré et mis en pots.

La cire : elle sert à nourrir et faire briller
le bois et le cuir, à fabriquer des bougies,
des savons, des cosmétiques.

F

La gelée royale : riche en vitamine B et en
minéraux, elle aiderait à combattre la fatigue.
Le venin : ses propriétés anti-inflammatoires
et anti douleur soulagent les douleurs des
articulations et les rhumatismes.

L’enfumoir

Des herbes sèches
brûlent dans ce bocal
métallique muni d’un
soufflet. La fumée pousse
les abeilles à se réfugier
dans la ruche.

NOS AMIS
LES VERS

Léa
Maupetit

Des vers à la maison
Silencieux et bien élevés, Eisenia andrei
et Eisenia foetidia habitent un lombricomposteur, une grande boîte étanche
posée sur le balcon. Ils dévorent les déchets
de cuisine et fournissent du terreau !
Qui veut les adopter ?

Nettoyer l’eau

Dans un « lombrifiltre » 25 000 vers rouges
par mètre carré dévorent la terre arrosée
d’eaux usées et en éliminent les déchets.
L’eau est propre en 15 mn !

Faire de l’engrais

Des fermes de lombriculture produisent
à grande échelle du lombricompost qui,
répandu dans les champs, augmente les
rendements.

R
S

Bien malgré eux, les lombrics participent à
l’industrie de la pêche à la ligne en jouant
le rôle d’appât, en mer comme en rivière.

Gallimard Jeunesse

by J.-B. DE PANAFIEU,
ill. G. PLANTEVIN

by C. CHAFFARDON,
ill. by KIKO

by J.-M. BILLIOUD,
ill. by S. MASSONI

by A.-S. BAUMANN,
ill. by V. MATHY

Cavemen

Outer Space

Paris Through the Ages

Work Site

La fleur des
magnolias
asiatiques a une
forme de coupe
très décorative.

Elle est
composée de 6
à 9 tépales de
couleur claire,
souvent roses
ou blanc rosé.

Voici l’une des plus anciennes plantes à fleurs, apparue
il y a 95 millions d’années. Les T-rex vivaient au milieu
des magnolias - chouette décor ! Car leurs fleurs sont
magnifiques, ouvrant pour certains dès le début du
printemps leurs grands pétales charnus et veloutés.

Emmanuelle Les magnolias les plus répandus dans nos jardins sont
Kecir-Lepetit des arbustes originaires de Chine et du Japon. Ils se

dépouillent de leurs feuilles en hiver et fleurissent tout
rose en avril, alors que leurs branches sont encore nues.
Mais il existe un autre type de magnolia - le magnolia
à grandes fleurs, magnolia grandiflora, ou lauriertulipier - qui, lui, est un arbre géant venant d’Amérique.

E

U

Attirer les poissons

by Jean-Michel BILLIOUD, ill. Julien CASTANIÉ

The Earth, A Planet and Men

avril ou été
5à6m

Magnolia

La propolis : absorbée sous forme
de sirop ou de pastilles pour ses propriétés
antibiotiques et anti-infectieuses, elle stimule
aussi les défenses naturelles.

À la miellerie

Magnoliacées

Magnolia

Le pollen : riche en sucres, en protéines,
en minéraux, il est utilisé comme un puissant
fortifiant naturel.

L’apiculteur prélève les
cadres des hausses entre
avril et novembre, lorsque
plus de 80 % des alvéoles
sont remplies de miel.

Le petit lombric joue dans notre vie
un rôle majeur : il nourrit le sol, qui
nourrit les plantes, qui nourrissent
les animaux et les hommes.
Ce travail a une valeur : en Irlande,
une étude a mesuré que le labour
des sols et l’enfouissement du fumier
par les vers équivaut à un millard
d’euros par an. Et les lombrics savent
faire bien d’autres choses encore…

famille
floraison
hauteur

Depuis la nuit des temps, les hommes tirent
parti des abeilles et de leur travail.

Magnolia grandiflora

Les étamines en forme
de lamelles et les
pistils groupés en cône
du magnolia peuvent
supporter le poids de
gros insectes, tels que
des coléoptères.

Lui ne perd pas sa parure en
hiver et embellit l’été de ses
opulentes fleurs au blanc nacré.
Son feuillage lustré le rend beau
en toute saison. En France, on
le trouve surtout dans le Sud
car il aime les climats chauds et
ensoleillés, mais aussi à Nantes,
où il débarqua au xviiie siècle.

À la floraison en
avril, les feuilles
ne sont pas
encore apparues.

Magnolia for ever !

Dans le langage des fleurs, le
magnolia signifie : « Je te serai
fidèle et je t’aimerai toujours ».
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Gallimard Jeunesse

by Florence THINARD
ill. by Benjamin FLOUW

by Emmanuelle KECIR-LEPETIT
ill. par Léa MAUPETIT

Bees and Earthworms:
Why does the world depend on
their survival?

Seasonal Flowers:
The stars of the garden

The honeybee and the earthworm play essential roles in controlling our
ecosystem. Without the bee, we wouldn’t have pollination and therefore no
fruits or vegetables. Without the earthworm, the soil would lose its nutrients
meaning nothing would grow. Through vivid illustrations of these animals’
environments, this picture book explains how these endangered species
reproduce, grow, move, eat, defend themselves and, most importantly,
contribute to the balance of nature. Readers will also learn how to protect
these endangered species.

From one season to another, flowers bloom in succession in the garden.
Whether announcing springtime, basking in the summer sun, marking cool
fall weather, or offering a flash of colour in the winter, each flower is unique
in its colour, scent, and leaves. Through beautiful illustrations, readers
will discover 37 different flowers, classified according to the rhythm of the
seasons, from the beginning of spring to the end of winter.
96 pages • 135 x 255 mm • 6+ • 16€
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48 pages • 230 x 290 mm • 8+ • 16.50€

Non-Fiction

An animated non-fiction series for readers 6-10 years old.
The narrative, lively and accessible texts offer a thorough
exploration of children’s favourite universes such as outer
space, pirates or prehistory. The full-page illustrations
and many flaps to lift provide hundreds of details to
observe and entice the imagination and curiosity.
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Bien sûr, il y a le miel. Il s’en récolte
1,8 million de tonnes par an
à travers le monde. Mais le grand,
l’immense service que les abeilles,
domestiques et surtout sauvages,
rendent à l’humanité est celui de
la pollinisation.
Ce travail — gratuit— est estimé
à 153 milliards d’euros. Près de
la moitié de notre nourriture en
dépend : les fruits (abricot, cerise,
pêche, pomme, kiwi, fraise…),
les grandes cultures comme
le colza et le tournesol, les légumes
(courgette, melon, pastèque, tomate…),
les fourrages pour les animaux,
le cacao, le café…

Les produits de la ruche

La combinaison est
blanche car les couleurs
foncées rendent les
abeilles plus agressives.
Elle est complétée par
un voile en tulle.

DES ABEILLES
ET DES HOMMES

by René METTLER
by E. TRÉDEZ,
ill. by A. VERDON

by A.-S. BAUMANN,
ill. by E. FOUQUIER

by B. COPPIN,
ill. by D. PINTO

by J.-M. BILLIOUD,
ill. by O. LATYK

The Fantastic Human Body

Horseriding School

The Medieval Castle

The Pirate Ship

My Little Animated Worlds

The Big Book of Trees
and Forests

8 titles • 12-14 pages • 230 x 200 mm • 4-7 years old • 9.90€ • Cat, ChiS, It, Sp
An all at once playful and educational series of animated non-fiction books for readers ages 4 to 7.
Children can explore a wealth of topics as they lift the flaps, turn the wheels, and open the leaflets.
Bright and accessible illustrations accompany young readers in their discovery of each title.

An exhaustive book revealing all
there is to know about the life of
trees and forests around the world.

’est le soir. Un grand calme envahit la campagne…
La fraîcheur tombe. La lumière du jour décline, et le soleil couchant
rosit les nuages. Avant de rejoindre leur nid, les hirondelles
poursuivent encore quelques moucherons d’un vol rapide et agile.
Perché tout en haut d’un arbre, le merle noir siffle un air mélodieux.
Le rossignol, lui, préfère se cacher dans les fourrés pour entonner ses merveilleuses
vocalises qui retentissent souvent jusque tard dans la nuit.
Visiteur du soir, le moro-sphinx est attiré par le doux parfum du chèvrefeuille
et se délecte de nectar jusqu’aux dernières lueurs du jour.

Hirondelle

Merle noir

56 pages • 220 x 340 mm • 7+ • 20€
ChiS, Ger, Ru, Sp

Rossignol

Moro-sphinx

Nature Hour by Hour
Observe a landscape change
throughout the day and night.
36 pages with 12 flaps • 245 x 330 mm
6+ • 15.20€
ChiS, Du, Ger, It, Kr, Slv
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The Night of the Animals
by S. CHATY,
ill. by M. Malingrëy

by E. KECIR-LEPETIT,
ill. by M. ATTIOGBÉ

by M. BRÉCHET,
ill. by I. P. ARRHENIUS

by J.-B. DE PANAFIEU,
ill. by N. CHOUX

The Night Sky

A Day at the Farm

The Circus

Dinosaurs

by J.-M. BILLIOUD,
ill. by KIKO

by E. KECIR-LEPETIT,
ill. by M. ORZEL

by J.-M. BILLIOUD,
ill. by J. MERCIER

by E.KECIR-LEPETIT,
ill. by V. MATHY

Pirates

Savannah Animals

Firemen

Seasons

A spectacular picture book to observe animals in the forest from dusk to
dawn.
Evening has come. The swallows are flying to their nest, the blackbird is
singing, while the moth reveals its surprising colours… Later at night, the
bat appears, along with the owl, the stone marten, the wild boars, the
wildcat, the snail, the fox… When dawn comes, it is time for the night
animals to hide again, and for others to wake up. With beautiful naturalist
illustrations, René Mettler invites readers of all ages to marvel at the
diversity of animals. The six final spreads provide information about the
animals met in the story.
88 pages • 220 x 340 mm • 4+ • 19.90€
ChiS

Nature Along the
Water

Nature Month by
Month

Follow the course of a river from
its source to the ocean and
throughout the seasons.

Watch a landscape through the 12
months of the year and discover the
changes brought on by the seasons.

36 pages with 12 flaps • 245 x 330 mm
6+ • 16.90 €
ChiS, Du, It, Kr, Slv

36 pages with 12 flaps • 245 x 330 mm
6+ • 15.20€
ChiS, Ger, Kr, Slv, Sp

Non-Fiction

Non-Fiction
by Anne-Sophie BAUMANN,
ill. by Charlotte MOLAS
24 pages and 8 flaps • 255 x 305 mm • 8+ • 20€
Two original non-fiction illustrated
books with flaps to discover all there
is to know about these familiar yet
fascinating animals.

BAM: Learn, Wonder, Be Inspired...
16 titles • 96 pages • 135 x 184 mm • 10+ • 9.90€
Eng (W), Gr, It, Kr, Sp, Srb, Tur

Title list available upon request
A non-fiction series to discover emblematic personalities
in history, music, ecology, sports and more, as well
as iconic symbols of the World’s Heritage. Each title
presents 40 portraits accompanied by a short biography
and key facts. At the end of each book a timeline or
genealogy offers a panorama of the subject.
new

new

new

by Jean-Bernard POUY, Serge BLOCH,
Anne BLANCHARD

by Anne BLANCHARD, Francis MIZIO,
Serge BLOCH

by Anne BLANCHARD, Jean-Bernard POUY,
Francis MIZIO, Serge BLOCH

Encyclopaedia of Dummies

Encyclopaedia of Rebels

Encyclopaedia of Heroes

A humoristic re-discovery of 31 famous personalities
recognised as geniuses today, but who were
considered rebels or dunces during their childhood.

The portrait of 25 rebels in politics, science or art,
who simply couldn’t accept the status quo.

A selection of 25 fictional heroes whose
adventures and accomplishments deeply marked
our collective memory.

144 pages • 245 x 310 mm • 10+ • 22€
Jp, Kr, Srb, Ukr, Vt

Chickens

Non-Fiction
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by Jean-Baptiste
de PANAFIEU,
ill. by Simon
BAILLY

Wild or
Domesticated

by J.-M. BILLIOUD,
ill. by GONOH

by J.-M. BILLIOUD,
ill. by ALMASTY

by S. BAUSSIER,
ill. by GONOH

Sports:
40 Olympic
Champions

Football:
40 Legendary
Players

Resistance:
40 Anti-Nazi
Figures

new

Coming Soon!

by J.-P. ARROUVIGNOD,
ill. by A. LYONS

Heros:
40 Novel's
Characters

44 pages • 260 x 268 mm • 8+ • 16.50€
ChiS

140 pages • 190 x 260 mm • 8+ • 17.90€
Du, Eng (W), Ger, It, Pol, Sp, Ru, Vt

new

by Elisabeth COMBRES,
ill. by Marguerite COURTIEU

by Geneviève CLASTRES,
ill. by Lucile PLACIN

by Thomas BAAS and Carole
SATURNO, ill. by Thomas BAAS

by C. PITIOT,
ill. by LE DUO

Rivers Around the World

A Taste for Travel

The World in Your Kitchen

Design:
40 Daily
Objects

22 portraits of rivers all around the globe, from
the Amazon to the Nile. An instructive and
richly illustrated book to learn about rivers’
specificities, history, and their relation to
mankind.

More than a simple guidebook: an incentive
to travel, discover new cultures and increase
children’s awareness of responsible tourism. The
answer to all your questions before, during or
after a trip!

30 step-by-step recipes of dishes from all around
the world! Bacon and eggs, quiche Lorraine,
couscous, pavlova and more. This first cookbook
combines useful and funny illustrations with tips
and anecdotes.

68 pages • 270 x 260 mm (landscape) • 8+ • 16.90€
Sp

84 pages • 230 x 270 mm • 8+ • 16.50€
Kr

96 pages • 250 x 305 mm • 8+ • 18€

by Anne-Rose de FONTAINIEU,
ill. by Aurore CALLIAS

by Sylvie BAUSSIER,
ill. by Gwendal LE BEC

by Vincent CUVELLIER & Odile GANDON,
ill. by Baron BRUMAIRE

Archaeology, an Endless Story

Greek Mythology

Growing Up During WWII

The history of archaeology in 14 key dates, from
Prehistory to the 21st century. A reference title
combining a first part on explorers and their
discoveries and a miscellany on the people, places
and key vocabulary of this fascinating science.

Discover the fabulous characters and legends of
Greek Mythology! Follow every hero and god in
their adventures, understand their relationships
and their role on the Acropolis, and take a look
at the art inspired by their incredible stories.

336 pages • 170 x 230 mm • 12+ • 25.50€
ChiS

96 pages • 245 x 305 mm • 10+ • 18€
ChiS

70 years after the end of WWII, 11 adults
remember what it was like to live as a kid during
the war. They share their memories of the the
occupation, the resistance to the Nazis, and
the fear of bombings. To accompany their
testimonies, a historian explains the context
and gives key facts.

COIFFURES
EN LIBERTÉ

by Emma STRACK,
ill. by Guillaume
PLANTEVIN

This book reveals the distinctions between
60 similar pairs – from animals to food to
geography, fashion, and more – offering
enlightening and amusing trivia paired with
unforgettable details.
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Feb. 2021

Discover how pets and farm animals were
domesticated, the evolution of the species and
the different breeds existing today, as well as
their contribution to our daily lives!

What’s The
Difference?

124 pages • 245 x 310 mm • 10+ • 22€
Rights sold in 6 languages

Stand-Alone Titles

Cows
ChiS

124 pages • 245 x 310 mm • 10+ • 22€
Heb, Hu, Jp, Ru, Vt

Oui, mais en suivant les règles dictées
par les tendances, la rue et ses envies
ou les contraintes du quotidien…
Pour coller à la norme, entrer dans
le moule, se démarquer, changer de
style : les cheveux permettent d’en dire
beaucoup.

LES CHEVEUX N’ONT PAS ÉCHAPPÉ CHANGER DE TÊTE
À LA FRÉNÉSIE QUI S’EST EMPARÉE On passe chez le coiffeur pour lisser
ses cheveux ou au contraire les boucler,
DE LA MODE VESTIMENTAIRE.
raser un côté et pas l’autre... On se teint
dans sa salle de bains… On brouille
UNE COUPE, UN LOOK
les pistes, mais gare à trop de transforSi pendant longtemps il n’y a pas eu
36 000 styles de coupes de cheveux,
à présent, chacun fait ce qui lui plaît,
et les tendances capillaires évoluent
très vite… Il faudrait pouvoir changer
de tête tous les mois. Compliqué !
Notamment quand on ose la frange et
que six mois plus tard elle n’est plus très
à la page. Mais l’important c'est le look,
et s’il est original, c’est encore mieux.
Alors, fait-on vraiment ce qu’on veut
avec ses cheveux ?
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mations, cela abîme les cheveux.
De grandes marques de cosmétiques
capillaires font appel à des bureaux
de styles pour savoir ce que la rumeur
de la rue indique comme tendance
pour la saison prochaine.
Les couleurs, textures et inspirations
leur permettent ainsi de proposer
coloration et coupes. Certains
grands classiques résistent et se
déclinent : tresses, chignons, carrés…
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by Morgane SOULARUE,
ill. by Camille DE CUSSAC

Hair
More than just a component of our anatomy, head or body hair
is also a social marker used by men and women to claim their
participation in a social or political movement, a religion or a trend.
This book goes beyond the science of hair with 9 thematic chapters
presenting a thorough and global approach to this topic covering
history, gender, anthropology, religion, fashion and sports.
88 pages • 230 x 330 mm • 10+ • 18€

160 pages • 155 x 215 mm • 10+ • 15€

Non-Fiction

The Big Book of...

Art & Pop-up Books

Art & Pop-up Books

Art & Pop-Up Books
by Elena SELENA

by Susumu SHINGU

by CRUSCHIFORM

Born in Osaka, Susumu Singu is known all over
the world for his steel and canvas sculptures that
are brought to life by wind or water. The natural
beauty and grace of his artwork is reflected in his
pop-up books for children.

Cruschiform is the pen name of a young illustrator trained
at the Estienne school then at the Decorative Arts in Paris.
She first worked in the luxury industry as
an artistic director before focusing on
illustration and creating her own studio.
More than

Colorama

65,000
copies sold
worldwide!

Awards
• Pépite of Montreuil (France)
• Prix Sorcières (France)
• March 2018 Emys Sachbuchpreis
(Germany)
• Premio Andersen 2018 (Italy)
• Orbil Prize 2018 (Italy)

Jungle

Snowflakes twirl above the white mantle and the little
fox searches for his burrow. He loses himself in the
storm, traversing the snow-covered landscape. A soft
stroll staged in five outstanding atmospheres created
by Elena Selena. Each pop-up spread is a delightful
surprise. Immaculate white, frosty blue, silver and, in the
shadow of delicate trees, the tawny fur of the forest’s
inhabitants.

Thousands of wings fill the summer sky. Along the
stream, a pair of mysterious eyes watches me. I keep
moving. Leaves rustle. Snakes slither into their hiding
places. The thin stream turns into a majestic waterfall,
where the king of the forest comes to drink. Here,
everything begins.

The enchanting and poetic tale of a puppet who arrives
by lightning bolt in the midst of a storm. Wearing his
signature sandals he discovers the natural world around
him : flowers, birds, fish and more.
9 spreads with pop-ups • 225 x 225 mm • 5+ • 25€ •
Jp, It

Through a spectrum of 133 colour tones, Cruschiform
takes readers on a voyage through natural and manmade
tones. Conceived as a rainbow, from whites to pitch
black, Colorama offers a chromatic approach to familiar
objects.
280 pages • 160 x 220 mm with jacket • 25€ •
ChiS, Du, Eng (W), Ger, It, Kr, Sp (W)

5 spreads with pop-ups • 215 x 265 mm • 4+ • 25€

5 spreads with pop-ups • 4 colours, 1 Pantone throughout
and a silver foil • 215 x 265 mm • 25€

new

Traveling Wind
The gentle wind ruffles the leaves on the trees, shapes
the dunes, blows into a boat’s sails, follows migratory
birds, and comes to rest amongst the northern lights.

Blue Garden

Travel

A game inspired by the book Colorama for children and
grown-ups to have fun learning colours.
2 to 5 players • 157 x 115 mm • length of play: 30 to 40 min
132 cards in a box • 7+ • 14.90€ •
It

9 spreads with pop-ups • 225 x 225 mm • 5+ • 25€ •

A magical discovery of the garden at night. Little by
little, the garden takes shape in the darkness. Strange
silhouettes rise up from the bushes with shining eyes. Is it
just the wind that rustles the leaves?

The stunning travel of a couple of migratory birds,
beyond the snowy forests, the unchained seas and the
tropical jungle. Five sumptuous paintings made of paper
and with enchanting colours, by Elena Selena, the rising
star of pop-ups.

7 spreads with pop-ups • 210 x 197 mm • 5+ • 25€
It, Jp

5 spreads with pop-ups • 3 colours and 1 bright pink Pantone
throughout • 215 x 265 mm • 5+ • 25€

by Julie ESCORIZA

The Colorama Cardboard Game

It, Jp, Sp (W)

new

La tribu - pop up

The Tribe

A Mysterious Little Wood

The Odyssey of Seeds

With this charming pop-up book, follow the peaceful and
playful macaques of Tonkean in the forests of Indonesia.
Discover everyday moments like that of a mother and her
baby, a delousing session and a gathering in the trees.

From sunrise to sunset, the mysterious little wood bustles
with activity. When the moon appears, the animals retire
and all is calm.

Fluffy, winged, hooked, tiny or huge, seeds have the
incredibly ability to disperse themselves by following
the wind, water or clinging to animals. This halfdocumentary, half-art book presents an informative and
poetic herbarium for readers of all ages.

9 spreads with pop-ups • 225 x 225 mm • 5+ • 25€ •
ChiS, It, Jp, Sp (W)

5 spreads with pop-ups • 155 x 177 mm • 8+ • 16.90€ • October 2020

112 pages •
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Art & Pop-Up Books

Snow

Document interne

Art & Pop-Up Books
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Sandalino

Fiction

8 and up

Fiction

8 and up

Fiction
by Jean CLAVERIE

by Orianne CARPENTIER,
ill. by Olivier DESVAUX

Little Lou

I, Whale

Every evening, Little Lou goes to the bar “the Bird Nest”,
where the old Slim gives him a blues lesson. But for a Black
boy, life isn’t easy in Southern America in the 1920s.
48 pages • 195 x 285 mm • Full colour troughout • 8+ • 14.90€
Recommended by the French Ministry of Education

A poetic underwater adventure. Whale knows Men exist,
and that he must be wary of them. Yet, driven by curiosity,
he moves away from the clan and will have to confront
much more dangerous threats.
64 pages • 127 x 190 mm • Full colour throughout • 8+ • 6.40€

The Little Prince Pop-Up
The unabridged classic story of The Little Prince as a
pop-up! In 66 pages, nearly all of the original
illustrations are put in this volume. Each page, delicately
animated, reveals all the poetry of the famous work of
Saint-Exupéry. The perfect gift for all lovers of The Little
Prince and those looking to discover his work.

Fiction
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64 pages • 180 x 250 mm • 6+ • 27.50€
Rights sold in 25 languages

Le Grand Livre du Petit Nicolas

by Béatrice FONTANEL,
ill. by Marc BOUTAVANT

by Gilles Paris,
ill. by Aline ZALKO

Babastuta, Pals,
School and I

Inventing the Colours

The adventures of Bogueugueu and of his school mate
Ferdinand. Four stories of friendship and a delightful
chronicle of life at school, full of realistic yet funny
details. A humorous and sensitive evocation of
handicap and a thoughtful approach to the notions of
tolerance and difference.

Hippolyte lives with his father in a small city, not far from
Paris. Life could be grey, between a dad wearing himself
out in a factory after his wife left him, and school where
Hyppolite discovers the harshness of life with his friends.
However, Hyppolite is an artist and his colours transform
those around him.

168 pages • 150 x 210 mm • Full colour throughout • 7+ • 13.50€
ChiC, ChiS, Heb, It, Kr

48 pages • 152 x 215 mm • Full colour throughout • 7+ • 11.90€

-

English translation sample available

by René Goscinny and Sempé
new
The entire universe created by Goscinny and Sempé
in an unprecedented animated picture book full of
surprises! Little Nick is insolent and clever, but also
full of tenderness. With flaps to lift, envelopes to open
and more, this book allows little readers to discover the
emblematic characters of this universe, while fans of
Little Nick will relive their favorite moments.
72 pages • 225 x 295 mm • 24.90€ • November 2020

A new Little Nick film is currently under production.

• Inédit : tout l'univers imaginé par Goscinny et
Sempé dans un grand album animé rempli de
surprises !
• Retrouvez les répliques les plus drôles, les
scènes les plus délicieuses, les lieux et les
by Marie-Aude
MURAIL,
personnages les plus
emblématiques
du Petit
ill. by Serge BLOCH
Nicolas.
Mystery
des enveloppes à ouvrir,
• Des ﬂaps à soulever,
des rabats à déployer
!
Princess Mystery has blue hair, and
is disliked
by
her parents,
who finally
façon
• Pour les plus jeunes,
decideune
to lose
her indrôlement
the forest. How
chouee de découvrir
Petit
pour
will theLe
smart
andNicolas,
funny little
girl
les autres le plaisirmanage
d'en revivre
les
meilleurs
with the wolf, the ogre and
moments.
the witch?
Prix : 24,90€ - 72 pages - Format : 225x295
mm • 127 x 190 mm
64 pages
ISBN : 9782075134491
Full colour throughout • 7+ • 6.40€
Parution : 05/11/2020 - Oﬃce : Novembre
1
Recommended
by the French Ministry

of Education

Document interne - * Source Sodis

The Big Book
of Little Nick

Le Grand Livre du Petit
Nicolas

Liérature

Document interne

More than
13 million copies sold
and more than
100,000 copies sold
each year.
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by J.M.G. LE CLÉZIO,
ill. by Henri GALERON

by Alain SERRES,
ill. by Anne TONNAC

Into the Land of Trees

Little Man

The wonderful and poetic journey of
a little boy who discovers the secret
life of trees and finds out how they
speak, move and see, by the 2008
Nobel Prize in Literature.

Today, the two hippos have brought
a strange surprise to the wild animal
school: a little man. The perfect
occasion for the teacher to improvise
a natural science lesson! But the
little human doesn’t appreciate
being watched as a bizarre beast.

48 pages • 127 x 190 mm
Full colour throughout • 8+ • 6.40€
Recommended by the French Ministry
of Education
Alb, ChiS, Sp, Gr, Tur

64 pages • Full colour throughout
7+ • 6.90€

Fiction

by Antoine de SAINT-EXUPÉRY

Fiction

8 and up

Fiction

by Fanny JOLY

by Anne GOSCINNY, ill. by CATEL
5 titles • 192 pages • 147 x 210 mm • Full colour throughout • 8+ • 12.50€
It, Pol

by Aurélie GERLACH,
ill. by Jess PAUWELS

ill. by Ronan BADEL
11 titles • 112 pages
127 x 190 mm
Black & white illustrations
8+ • 6.40€
Fa, Pol, Sp, Tur, Vt

8 and up

A series by the daughter of René Goscinny, the creator of Little Nick, with over 120,000 copies sold.

5 titles • 64 pages • 127 x 190 mm
Full colour illustrations • 8+ • 6.40€ • Tur
The funny adventures of Anna Z42, a little girl whose father
is a human, but whose mother is an alien living on the
planet Aquatix, 87 millions light-years from the Earth.

Between a wacky family, life at school, best girlfriends and a new pet turtle, Lucrèce has plenty to write about.
Discover the zany and heartwarming world of a sweet and mischevious heroine at the boundary between childhood
and adolescence.
new

Silly Angèle is a rebellious little girl with two terrible
brothers. Each title includes three funny and touching
episodes that will reconcile naughty brothers with their
adorable younger sister.
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Fiction

The hilarious nautical adventures of Lou Pilouface on board the Tenacious, Captain Boniface’s tugboat. Unforgettable
characters like Anastasie the skeleton and the ruthless gang of Toni Belcanto make for fantastic tales.

by Christophe MAURI, ill. by Aurore DAMANT
7 titles • 64 pages • 127 x 190 mm
Full colour illustrations • 8+ • 6.20€
Fa, Tur
Warm and hilarious, the compelling
adventures of a modern royal family
that dodges protocol and aims for
a normal life. A family as endearing
as it is original, with heartfelt
relationships, and the humour and
wit of Christophe Mauri, enhanced
by joyful illustrations.

An intellectual, a tough guy and
a rebel… These very different
cats stick together through thick
and thin! A hilarious graphic
novel series.

by Agnès Cathala, ill. by Clément Devaux
2 titles • 48 pages • 127 x 190 mm
Full colour illustrations • 7+ • 6.60€
Book 3 to be published in 2021.

Chats trop forts (recueil n°2) :
Restons soudés
par Fanny Joly
Illustré par Nicolas Hubesch

• Un livre à mi-chemin entre la BD et le roman,
idéal pour les apprentis lecteurs.
• L'humour irrésistible de Fanny Joly et la
ﬁnesse du trait de Nicolas Hubesch : un duo de
créateurs savoureux.
Prix : 11,90 € - 104 pages - Format : 140 x 205 mm - Dès 7 ans
ISBN : 9782075133210
Parution : 05/11/2020 - 1er oﬃce de novembre

GRAND FORMAT LITTÉRATURE

Document interne

new
ill. by Nicolas Hubesch
2 titles • 100 pages • 145 x 210 mm
Full colour illustrations • 8+ • 11.90€

Liérature

Vol. 7
Strawberry Looping

Introducing the electrifying duo: Bonnie, “the giant with iron teeth”,
and Mortimer, “the bespectacled pumpkin”. It’s not easy to fit in
with braces and glasses, but Bonnie and Mortimer face the new
school year with courage and humour. Each chapter is told by one of
the main characters and there is a game at the end of the book.
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Fiction

by François PLACE
10 titles • 64 pages • 127 x 190 mm • Full colour illustrations • 8+ • 6.40€
ChiS, Ru

10 and up

Fiction

Jean-Philippe Arrou-Vignod

Daniel Pennac
Kamo's Adventures

Middle School Detective Series

by Jean-Philippe ARROU-VIGNOD, ill. by Serge BLOCH
8 titles (and two bind-ups of 3 stories each)
Between 96 and 176 pages per title • 9+
Hu, Ir, Pol, Ru, Tur

10 and up

4 titles • 10+ Rights sold in 19 languages
(list available upon request)

Over 2 million
copies sold
in France

Three smart students, an eccentric old history teacher and a sinister
school make for plenty of mysteries to be solved. A trip to Venice, a stay
in England, a flashlight searching the empty classrooms at night and
a treasure hunt, are just a few of these characters’ many adventures.
In 8 titles–including two bind-ups of the first six books–humour,
suspense and mischief abound!

The wild adventures of Kamo, a 10-year-old boy who has been
living with his mother since his father died, are rich with humour,
friendship, mystery, and emotion.
Written by a best-selling author for adults, over 1.8 million copies
of these four titles sold in France only.

Catherine Certitude
Catherine has discovered that her
glasses allow her to live in two
different worlds: the real world
when she wears them, and, when
she takes them off, another world
full of softness. The only children's
book by an author awarded the
Nobel Prize in Literature.

Bind-up 1
3 stories:
The Teacher Is Missing
Investigation at School
P.P. Cul-Vert, Private Detective
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Kamo, the Idea
of the Century
96 pages

Fiction

by Patrick MODIANO,
ill. by SEMPÉ

Kamo and I
96 pages

Kamo and the Babel
Agency
96 pages

Kamo's Escape
112 pages

64 pages • 210 x 280 mm • 10+ • 20€
Recommended by the French Ministry of
Education
Rights sold in 18 languages
English translation available

by Agnès DESARTHE

Bind-up 2
3 stories:
On the Salamander’s Trail
P.P. Cul-Vert and the Mystery of Loch Ness
The Inventors’ Club

Magnus and Mimsy in the City
of Friecke
Two companion books • 10 + • Pol

ill. by Bruno
SALAMONE

ill. by Louis
THOMAS

The World
According
to Frrrintek

The Impossible
Lady Baby
An impertinent heroine and a delightfully funny
and moving story. 6-year-old Nana is spunky, she
does karate, and this year, she is starting primary
school. But however fearless she may be, she’s
not prepared to cope with Lady Baby, the very
strict supervisor who terrorises everyone!

Frrrintek knows everything. Which is normal,
since he is my big brother. He knows why the
Egyptians built giant triangles in stone with a
labyrinth inside, and even knows who lives on
the planet Mars. And I, Grondouk, I believe him.
Listening to my brother is my favourite pastime!

56 pages • 145 x 210 mm • Full colour
throughout • 8+ • 8€ • Ro

80 pages • 127 x 190 mm
Full colour throughout • 8+ • 6.90€ • Tur

new
ill. by Grégory
ELBAZ

It Was Better
After
Vladimir is an ordinary child, but his parents
change jobs and homes all the time. This time, he
finds himself in a school with gifted, strange and
precocious students where there are no grades
and no regular lessons.
Despite a difficult first day, Vladimir decides to make
the most of his new situation. After all, he’s got an
incredible idea…
80 pages • 145 x 210 mm • 10+ • 9.50€

by Claude ROY
ill. by Ronan BADEL

Magnus Million and the
Nightmare Dormitory

Mimsy Pocket and
the Nameless Children

An anti-hero who reveals a
courageous and generous spirit
through his confrontation with
nameless dangers and unpredictable
characters, some moving, some evil.

All the children have been kidnapped
by the wolfmen, even the talented
pickpocket Mimsy Pocket, while
Magnus Million is entrusted with a
highly diplomatic mission.

368 pages • 155 x 225 mm • 11+ • 17.75€
Mickey roman's Prize, Al terre Ado's Prize

336 pages • 155 x 225 mm • 11+ • 14.90€
Recommended by the French Ministry
of Education

The Guest of the
Class
A surprise guest? The students are
not too happy. They’ve already
had guests and not very funny
ones. But this one makes an
incredible proposal: helping him
to finish his novel!
48 pages • 127 x 190 mm
Full colour throughout • 8+ • 5.80€

The Jean-Something
Family
Based on the author’s own
childhood, these are the stories of
a hilarious family of six brothers
in the 1960s with a well-organized
Mum, a champion of do-ityourself Dad, friends with an
overwhelming imagination and a
handful of exasperating cousins.
735,000 copies sold in France!
2 bind-ups of 3 stories each
384-400 pages • 10 + • 14.90€
Pol, Ru, Srb, Vt

The Cat Who Talked
in Spite of Himself
One day, Gaspard, the cat-friend
of Thomas, starts talking in prose
and even poetry! Will they be able to
keep this secret to themselves?
128 pages • 10+
Recommended by the French Ministry
of Education
Bernard Versele's Prize
ChiS, Jp, Lit, Ru, Sp (LA, NA), Tur, Th

The Flying House
When four unruly children are
left in the hands of a very sleepy
grandfather, they dismantle
the house from top to bottom.
Household objects decide to fight
back and the house becomes a
battlefield.
128 pages • 10+
Recommended by the French Ministry
of Education
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Fiction

Fiction

Fiction

10 and up

Fiction

10 and up

Christelle Dabos

new

Protect Her
by Olivier GAY

From the suburbs to the upper class of Paris, two worlds
collide in a romantic and frenzied detective comedy.
After receiving death threats, a billionaire calls on a
tough and rebellious teenager to protect his daughter,
Camille, without her knowledge. Quentin, who left school
at 16 and was never a strong student, adopts a false
identity to enroll in a highly-selective Parisian school.
What appears to be an easy gig becomes much more
complicated when Camille turns out to be very different
from the well-behaved girl her father described.

by Yann DARKO

Some places cannot be walked by mortels. In 1882 a lost
city holds the fabulous treasure of rajah, a treacherous
labyrinth solved only by a couple of archaeologists.
Barely returned, Milo’s father dies under suspicious
circumstances and his mother is kidnapped. The young
boy embarks on a race to India, escorted by his volcanic
tutor Madame Alicia. Will they manage to thwart the
deadly traps set by the Garden of Shadows ?
140 x 205 mm • 10+ • 13€ • Coming soon

384 pages • 155 x 255 mm • 13+ • 15€

Fiction
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The Legend of
the Garden of
Shadows

The Mirror Visitor (tetralogy)
by Christelle DABOS
155 x 255 mm • 12+ • 19€

An indisputable crossover page-turner carried by a subtle sense of
psychology and an elegant fluent style.
An exceptional reception by the media, the booksellers and the
readership, with nearly 1 million copies sold in France as of
August 2020, and the translation rights sold in 20 languages.
A post-apocalyptic universe full of wonder and magic, in which people have settled on the numerous
Arks now floating around the Earth. Plain-spoken, headstrong Ophelia cares little about appearances.
Her ability to read the past of objects is unmatched in all of Anima and she possesses the ability to
travel through mirrors, a skill passed down to her from previous generations. Her idyllic life is disrupted,
however, when she is betrothed to Thorn, a taciturn and influential member of a distant clan.
Ophelia must leave all she knows behind and follow her fiancé to Citaceleste, the capital of a cold, icy
ark known as the Pole, where danger lurks around every corner and nobody can be trusted. There, in
the presence of her inscrutable future husband, Ophelia slowly realizes that she is a pawn in a political
game that will have far-reaching ramifications not only for her but for her entire world.
Recommended by the French Ministry of Education

new
new

The Spring of
Rare Birds
by Dominique Demers

A deep and radiant novel about two wounded teenagers in
healing. With narration that alternates between Mélodie
and Jean-Baptiste’s voices, this gripping and emotional
story explores a myriad of bold themes like faith, rape,
ethology, intellectual precociousness, grief and resilience.
A contemporary novel originally published by Québec Amérique
that just won the literary prize of the Governor of Quebec.
Mélodie and Jean-Baptiste are 17 years old. He is talented
and fascinated by birds and ethology, yet suffocated by
his large Catholic family. He’s absorbed in the preparation
for a competitive scientific exam that would allow him to
escape the traditional schooling system. She lives with her
mother and is trying to put herself together following a
traumatising relationship. She rarely sees her father who’s
divorced from her mother, a famous violinist and orchestra
conductor who travels across the world for his concerts. In
the shade of Mount Royal’s great trees in Montreal, they
slowly confide in each other, revealing their troubles, their
outrage and their passions.
320 pages • 130 x 200 mm • 13+ • 12€ • January 2021

The Chronicles
of the Maple
and the Cherry Tree
by Camille MONCEAUX
Book 1. The Noh Mask
Revenge, passion and samurais: the first book in an epic
tetralogy following the destiny of the young Ichirô. A
remarkably intense love story in 17th-century Japan.
Japan, at the beginning of the Edo Period. Ichirô, an
abandoned child, is taken in and brought up by a former
samurai who teaches him the Way of the Sword. When
tragic events disrupt his life at the age of twelve, Ichirô
finds himself on the roads that lead him to Edo, the
capital of Japan. Ichirô manages to survive by himself in
this labyrinthine city with danger at every corner, until
he turns 15 and his condition improves, from living on
the street to becoming an assistant in a sake boutique.
One night, he discovers a mysterious maid wearing a Noh
mask and living secluded in a palace…
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Fiction

new

Book 1.
A Winter’s Promise

Book 2.
The Missings of Clairdelune

528 pages

560 pages

Coming Soon!
A new collector edition

416 pages • 155 x 225 mm • 13+ • 17€
It

Book 3.
The Memory of Babel

Book 4.
The Tempest of Echoes

496 pages

528 pages

Fiction

10 and up

Fiction

Timothée de Fombelle

12 and up

Jean-Claude Mourlevat
new

Alma, the Wind Rises
ill. by François Place

ill. by Julie RICOSSÉ

A delightful fable in which ecological fight appears under the
form of a love story in a future struck by pollution. Adventure
and emotions, with sensitive and moving characters.
96 pages • 10+ • 4€
Recommended by the French Ministry of Education
Br, Eng, It, Ru, Tur

396 pages • 155 x 225 mm • 11+ • 18€ • Eng, It, Tur
Book 2. Alma, the Enchantress to be published in 2021.

Vango

Fiction

44

From the roofs of Paris to the cliffs of Sicilian islands, in
a Scottish castle or on board of a Zeppelin, an adventure
full of suspense and romance set in the 1930s-40s.
Two volumes • 12+ • 17.90€
Rights sold in 16 languages

Someone Waits For Me
Behind the Snow

Winter Song

In an imaginary country evocative of Central Europe by the
middle of the 20th century, a poignant and powerful hymn
to love, freedom and music.
432 pages • 13+ • 6.70€
Recommended by the French Ministry of Education
France Télévision's Prize, Saint Exupéry's Prize,
Sorcières' Prize, Incorruptibles' Prize
Rights sold in 18 languages
English translation available for evaluation

A Prince without Kingdom
400 pages

64 pages • 156 x 185 mm • 10+ • 12.90€ • Ger, Eng, Br, Du, Cz

Tobie Lolness • ill. by François PLACE

An original and convincing world of miniature people
whose continent is an oak tree. A fascinating novel of
adventure, friendship and love, full of twists and with
unforgettable and lovable characters.
500,000 copies sold in France.
Two volumes • 10+ • 17.50€
Recommended by the French Ministry of Education
List of the French and international awards available upon request
Rights sold in 30 languages
English translation available

The Book of Perle

Cornebique the billygoat is grief-stricken with a broken
heart. With his banjo slung over his shoulder, he leaves his
village, living only for singing until the day he is entrusted
to take care of Pié, a baby dormouse that sleeps around
the clock.
192 pages • 124 x 178 mm • 8+ • 5.90€
Bernard Versele's Prize, Graine de lecteurs' Prize,
Ruralivre's Prize, Gavroche's Prize
ChiS, Hu, Jp, Kr, Ru

Elisha’s Eyes
352 pages

The Third Revenge
of Robert Poutifard

Earthling
The quest of a simple and sincere girl for her beloved
sister, held prisoner in another cold and relentless world.
A tense intrigue with courageous and moving heroes.
400 pages • 13+ • 6.70€
Hu, It

ill. by Beatrice Alemagna

During his farewell party, Robert Poutifard realises that
his years as an elementary school teacher have been a
37-year-long nightmare. Because kids have always been
a source of agony for him, Robert decides to take his
revenge.
160 pages • 8+ • 5.90€
Chronos' Prize, Bernard Versele's Prize,
Beaugency's Prize, Graines de lecteurs' Prize
ChiS, ChiC, Hu, Kr, Ru

A spellbinding love story set partly
in our world, partly in the world of
fairytales.
304 pages • 155 x 225 mm • 13+ • 16€
Rights sold in 17 languages

Victoria Dreams

Jefferson

Victoria, an avid reader, dreams of
adventure and for a while she has had
the feeling that a host of characters
are escaping her bookshelf to cause
trouble. Could this have something
to do with the books that are
disappearing from her room?

Jefferson, an energetic young hedgehog in the Land of Animals, is accused of
murder and has to track down the real murderers in the Land of Men. An animal
fable, spiky and engaged, a humorous adventure, tender and ferocious at the
same time.

ill. by François PLACE

Suspended Life
320 pages

ill. by Clément Oubrerie

ill. by Thomas CAMPI

It is Christmas Eve and Freddy d’Angelo must deliver
Italian ice cream to England. He drives through the
tunnels between France and Italy and is now heading
north, tired and lonely in his small yellow refrigerated
truck. Simultaneously, a swallow leaves the shore of
the Congo River in Africa, flying upstream, also heading
North in the winter cold it must face at all costs. For a
third life is at stake in this story, even more fragile than
the first two.
Between Sky and Earth
384 pages

The Ballad
of Billy-Goat

112 pages • 9+ • 13.50€
Cat, Hu, It, Kr, Por (Br), Sp (Sp), Tur
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Fiction

Céleste, My Planet

1786. Thirteen year-old Alma sets out in search of her
little brother the day he disappears, leaving behind her
family and the hidden African valley that had protected
them from the savagery of the outside world. At the same
time in the harbour of Lisboa, Joseph Mars, a young French
orphan, leaps on board La Douce Amélie, a dreadful slave
ship. He is secretly on the hunt for a huge treasure.
In the turbulence of the Atlantic Ocean, the destinies of
Alma and Joseph are going to irreversibly collide.

272 pages • 140 x 205 mm • 10+ • 13.50€
Prize of the Booksellers of Québec 2019, Les Incorruptibles 2020 Prize
ChiS, Cz, Eng (EU & CW), Ger, Hu, It, Sp, Ro, Ru

12 and up

Fiction
by Isabelle PANDAZOPOULOS

by François PLACE
The Flying Squad
The fascinating journey between
dream and reality, from early
20th century Brittany to the
fringes of a parallel world.

Ask Them for the Moon
At 15, Lilou, Sam, Bastien and Farouk are doomed to join a technical college
and have little hope in their future. This is when Agathe Fortin, a passionate
literature professor, proposes an experimental teaching method based on
eloquence training. Her challenge: preparing them for a speech contest. An
empowering story that demonstrates the power of words in building one’s
identity.

336 pages • 155 x 255 mm • 13+ • 14€
ChiC (World ex PRC), Cz, Ger, It, Ru

The Queen Under the Snow
The vibrant love story between two teenagers who were
never meant to meet. A contemporary novel, mysterious and
bewitching.

Fiction
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Sam’s plane is re-routed from Amsterdam to London, due
to a snow storm that paralyses Northern Europe. When
her cellphone is stolen by two thugs, she is left to her own
devices in the snow-covered city the day the Queen of
England dies.
She encounters a lost child, a tiger escaped from the zoo, a
plastic statuette, and an impossible inquiry in a city where
life seems to have stopped.
304 pages • 155 x 225 mm • 13+ • 15€
Ru

12 and up

352 pages • 130 x 200 mm • 13+ • 12.90€

The Stammering
Prince
The moving story of an African
prince who, because he stammers,
becomes a hateful warrior, before
finding peace, love and happiness
in the world of animals.
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48 pages • Full colour troughout • 9+ • 13.50€
Recommended by the French Ministry of
Education

by Anne-Laure BONDOUX
The Tribe of Vasco Trilogy
The breathless and pitiless saga of a clan of rats with
a human sensitivity, fighting for the survival of their
species in a wild and cruel world. An adventure full of
action, suspense and twist-and-turns. A courageous
hero at the service of universal values.
160 pages per title • 140 x 205 mm • 9+ • 12€

Double fault
Abuse of power and
rivalry between two young
brothers and top level
athletes, in an upsetting
psychological drama.

The Decision
Predator drug and
pregnancy denial, a long
and difficut way to go for
Louise, barely 18 years old.
256 pages • 108 x 178 mm • 14+
5.70€ • Slv

208 pages • 130 x 200 mm • 13+
11€ • ChiS

Three Angry Girls
From 1966 to 1968, a novel that
brings to life the winds of protest
that led to historical events,
through the stories of three
young women and their families
in France, Germany and Greece.

We Only Kissed
Friendship put to the test,
a first love, integration and
family secrets, an emotional
novel to enjoy in one sitting.
160 pages • 130 x 200 mm • 13+
8.90€

336 pages • 130 x 200 mm • 14+
13.50€ • Gr, Ru

by Manon FARGETTON
new
What Do The Stars
Dream Of?

The Dawn Will Be
Glorious

As Long as
We’re Alive

320 pages • 155 x 225 mm • 13+ • 14.90€
Esp (LA), It, Ru

304 pages • 155 x 255 mm • 13+ • 15€
Ger, It, Port (BR)

One night without warning, Titania takes her daughter,
Nine, to an unknown destination, an isolated cabin on
the banks of a lake. It’s time for Nine to learn the truth
about her mother’s secret past. Within the span of a
single, crucial night, this mother/daughter relationship
is upended and will never be the same.

Bo and Hama work in the same factory where they fall deeply
in love at first sight. One day, a disaster occurs and they
have to flee away from the city, embarking on a perilous and
uncertain journey. A timeless atmosphere, vibrant characters
on their quest to find their place in this world.
Recommended by the French Ministry of Education
English language sample available

Ten Days Before
the World Ends
464 pages • 155 x 255 mm • 13+
19€
Hu, Ru

An apocalyptic thriller and a sensitive reflection on the
meaning of life: what would you do with your last 10
days on Earth? When two lines of explosions threaten
to destroy the world in 10 days, a group of six men and
women are united by fate. Together they must decide
whether to surrender to the disaster or fight for survival.

400 pages • 155 x 255 mm • 15+
17€

Psychological accuracy and
truth, a brilliant novel on
the invisible links that unite
people.
Titouan won’t leave his room. Alix dreams of the theatre.
Luce is inconsolable since the death of her husband.
Gabrielle values her freedom too much to get attached.
Armaud has built his entire life around his daughter. Five
characters separated by their unique solitudes. When an
unknown number appears on their phones, their fates
become intertwined. “Luck, destiny, alignment of the
planets. Call it what you want, I call it magic.”

Fiction

Fiction

Fiction

12 and up

Fiction
Hermes’ Investigations

Mathieu Hidalf Series

Fast-paced detective stories based on Greek
Mythology.

A five-volume series set in Astria– an imaginary Middle-Age-like kingdom–based
on an original idea: a conflict between an exasperated father and his clever
but mischievous son. Mathieu Hidalf cannot wait to be older. Impatient and
proud, but smart and resourceful, he finds himself involved into the destiny
of Astria.

by Richard NORMANDON
4 titles • 140 x 205 mm • 10+ • 12€ • It

Eric L'Homme
The Book of Stars

3 titles • 108 x 178 mm • 9+ • 8.90€
Rights sold in 19 languages

12 and up

by Christophe MAURI
5 titles • 140 x 205 mm • 9+ • 12€ • Gr, It, Pol, Ru, Sp (W), Srb

The Mystery of Daedalus

Guillemot of Troïl is a child of the Land
of Ys, halfway between our Certain World
and the perilous Uncertain World. In this
Land, threatened by the Shadow and
ruled by the magic of the Book of the
Stars and of its Graphems, Guillemot sets
off in search of his identity and origins…
A best-selling trilogy with over 755,000
copies sold in France only.

The inventor of the Minotaur’s labyrinth had made a
lot of enemies. Who killed Dedalus? Only Hermes and
his accomplice, Eros, are willing to discover the truth,
even if it means decending into the Underworld.
176 pages • 30,000 copies sold

Qadehar the Sorcerer
252 pages

The Mystery of Lord Sha
240 pages

The Face of the Shadow
252 pages

Recommended by the French Ministry of Education.

The Medusa Affair
Who stole Pegasus, the magnificent wild stallion?
And what does Medusa, the monster with hair like
snakes and petrifying eyes, have to do with it?
Hermes and Eros are on the case.

The First Challenge
of Mathieu Hidalf
256 pages

Mathieu Hidalf
and the Ghostly Thunderbolt
336 pages

Mathieu Hidalf
and the Bramble Spell
384 pages

192 pages

A for Association

The Curse of the Argonauts
The Golden Fleece has disappeared! Conquered
by the Argonauts, it was stolen from Jason, their
leader, the night a fire devastated the royal palace.
Everyone accuses Medea the magician, who proclaims
her innocence... This is a dark affair, well worthy of
Hermes, the legendary detective god and his friend
Eros.

by Erik L'HOMME and Pierre BOTTERO
8 titles • 140 x 205 mm • 11+ • 10.05€

Cat, Por (BR), Sp (W)
His name is Jasper, he is 15. Her
name is Ombe, she is 18. Both have
been recruited as Trainee Agents
by the Association, a secret and
powerful organisation, because
of their very special gifts. Their
mission? Ensuring a peaceful
cohabitation between the Normal
People, the human beings, and the
Abnormal People, vampires, trolls,
werewolves, goblins and other
creatures from the Earth or Water.

The Pale Light
of the Shadows
160 pages

The Dark Limits
of Magic
192 pages

The Fragile Stuff
of the World
208 pages

The Subtil Flavor
of Sulfur
192 pages
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Mathieu Hidalf
and the Battle of Dawn
320 pages

Fiction

Fiction
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The Last Ordeal
of Mathieu Hidalf
544 pages

208 pages

new

Mathieu Hidalf, Mischief Genius

Achilles’ Shadows
Achilles is in danger. Shadowy omens predict his
death and his mother calls on Hermes to protect him.
Meanwhile, a mysterious monster prowls the city of
Troy. Are these two cases related?

Stand-alone title

Discover how Mathieu Hidalf became the
Mischief Genius with a prequel that explores the
origins of this beloved character.
224 pages • 140 x 205 mm • 8+ • 12.50€

208 pages

The Book of Time
by Guillaume PRÉVOST

Where Words
Do Not Exist
208 pages

What Sleeps
in the Night
208 pages

Our Haunted Hearts
208 pages

The Burning Look
of the Stars
384 pages

SHICA, Survival Handbook In
Case of an Apocalypse
New Sparta
The confrontation between two worlds: a decadent,
artificial and consumerist West, Occidia, and New
Sparta, a utopian society, based upon the moral
and spiritual ideals of Ancient Sparta. A captivating
alternate history and coming-of-age novel, but a
passionate love story.
320 pages • 155 x 255 mm • 13+ • 13.50€

ill. by Eloïse SCHERRER

A hero full of imagination, alone in his
confrontation with nature.
A novel, but also a real guide for young adventurers,
a diary enriched with funny and expressive
illustrations.
Justin is home alone, with his family gone for the weekend in the mountains.
A cataclysmic storm strikes the city cutting off electricity, water, and all
contact with the outside world. His only remaining solution is to make a
solitary journey though the forest to reach his loved ones. Will he survive
hunger, the cold and other dangers? The novel is complemented by ten
survival notecards on making fire, orienting oneself without a compass,
communicating via Morse code and other secret signs.
192 pages • 155 x 225 mm • 10+ • 12€

158 x 218 mm •12+ • 14.90€
Rights sold in 12 languages
To rescue his father, Sam survived a Viking attack, a tribe
of enraged cavemen and the eruption of Mount Vesuvius.
He stood trial for theft in ancient Greece and faced down
Vlad the Impaler, the model for Count Dracula. Now he's
returned with his father to the present day, but their
faceless enemy waits to ensnare them again. To find him
and defeat him once and for all, Sam must take one last
series of trips through Time, finally encountering the worst
of it all: the future.

The Book of Time
294 pages

The Gate of Days
336 pages

The Circle of Gold
462 pages

Blood Never Forgets
272 pages

The Games of the Century
336 pages

The Ultimate Elixir
368 pages

The Mystery
of Larispem Trilogy
by Lucie PIERRAT-PAJOT
155 x 255 mm • 13+ • 16€ • Ru

A retro-futuristic universe, overflowing with twist-andturns in a steampunk atmosphere. Will Liberté, Carmine
and Nathanël succeed in defeating the devilish plan of the
Blood Brotherhood to take power over the City-State of
Larispem?
The winner of our 2016 First Novel Competition.

by JeanFrançois
CHABAS

Red
Dreams
Lachlan is a 14-year-old Amerindian
who never met his father and lives
alone with his mother in Canada. He
befriends Daffodil, a weird student.
One day the two friends witness
the appearance of Ogopogo, the
mythical monster of Lake Okanagan,
but who can believe them?
288 pages • 130 x 200 mm • 13+ • 11.90€

12 and up

Fiction

by JeanFrançois
CHABAS

The Tree
and The
Fruit
An essential but terrible topic: how does
someone become a battered woman? A
short powerful novel told by two voices:
a woman torn apart as a battered wife
and as a mother; her daughter who will,
at all costs, protect her little sister from a
violent father and a depressive mother.
128 pages • 130 x 200 mm • 13+ • 7.90€
Recommended by the French Ministry of
Education
Tur

by Florence
AUBRY
by Claire
CASTILLON

River
A psychological novel about a
“different” teenager bullied at
school.
River is my sister. My ugly sister,
my dark sister, my sister who has
nothing to do with me. We share the
same room, we breathe the same
air, but I feel sorry for her, and I
am angry with myself. She adores
me and I do understand her. I am
the ideal daughter, but she is a
burden. At school she’ laughed at
and bullied because she is not like
them, because she laughs too loud.
I am the light deep in her heart. One
day I will shine so brightly that we’ll
catch fire together to form one single
being. An ideal being.

The
Monster’s
Daughter
Tess’ world is turned upside-down
when she is told that her father has
had a hunting accident involving
a gun. Amidst the lies, silence and
secrets, she abruptly finds out the
truth: her father tried to commit
suicide… Original and hard-hitting,
this is a claustrophobic yet delicate
novel on a shocking subject.
192 pages • 130 x 200 mm • 13+ • 10.50€

192 pages • 130 x 200 mm • 13+ • 10.50€

Fiction
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At the end of the 13th century, a
new society is emerging in Kamelot,
provoking great confrontations
between the upholders of science
and the supporters of black magic,
between the Inquisition and the
Celtic enchanters. A sequel to
the Knights of the Round Table,
by a master of storytelling and a
specialist of the Arthurian epic.
432 pages • 155 x 225 mm • 13+ • 17€

by Sève LAURENT-FAJAL

by Claire LOUP

Grandma
and Memory

The Suitcases

Run Billie

Between laughs and tears, a poignant yet never
desperate story about Alzheimer’s disease. A
reflection on the past and the relations between
generations, finely funny and moving.

A sensitive and vibrant first novel about a
15-year-old girl’s search for her identity that
reveals the truth about her origins. A realistic
and endearing female protagonist, a plot
that skillfully blends a historical event, the
Holocaust, family secrets and a love story.

A puzzle that draws the portrait of a young girl
who loses herself in success, a tense narrative,
full of suspense and psychological acuity. A
police intrigue built as a polyphonic novel with
a variety of voices and stylistic devices such as
letters, questionings, songs and Diaries.

224 pages • 130 x 200 mm • 12+ • 13€
Prix Chronos, Prix des Incorruptibles
ChiS, Ger, It, Kr, Tur

320 pages • 108 x 178 mm • 13+ • 6.10€

336 pages • 130 x 200 mm • 13+ • 12.50€

The Ones Who Cannot Die
Book 1. The Best of Portevent

by Paula
JACQUES

Blue Pearl
When Blue Pearl, the doll of Lizzie’s
childhood, reappears, her whole past
returns. When Lizzie and her mother
Abigail were plantation slaves in
1860, Abigail made the doll for her
daughter’s 10th birthday. At that time,
they were the property of Sir James
Burlington, a rich landowner in South
Virginia who would treat his slaves
with an uncommon humanity. Until
the day Laura May, the young mistress
who used to play with Lizzie, fell ill.
An approach to understanding the
condition of slavery in the South of
the United States by Paula Jacques,
an award-winning French journalist
and author.

by Orianne
CHARPENTIER

Rage
Rage... this is the name that now
replaces her birth name, her name
before war and exile. Now a refugee,
she feels like an hunted beast and
mistrusts everyone. One night, she
meets a dangerous and wounded
dog. Her survival now depends upon
the survival of the animal. Will she
be able to regain confidence and her
own name?
112 pages • 130 x 200 mm • 13+ • 7€
Recommended by the French Ministry of
Education

by Sarah
COHEN–
SCALI

Max
A compelling and chilling read about
a young boy’s ambition to become
a model soldier in Nazi Germany,
under the “Lebensborn" programme
initiated by Himmler.
480 pages • 130 x 200 mm • 15+ • 15.90€
Sorcières' Prize, Passages' Prize,
Prize of the Bookseller of Québec,
Tatoulu's Prize, Dévoreurs de livres' Prize
Eng, Gr, Hu, It, Por (BR), Ro, Slo, Sp
(LA), Vt
English translation available for
evaluation

192 pages • 140 x 205 mm • 12+ • 12€

by Élisabeth
COMBRES

by Roland
GODEL

Broken
Memories

The Eyes
of Anouch

Moments of grace and tenderness
undercut the terror and pain of this
powerful story during the genocide
in Rwanda.

Anouch, 13, is an Armenian and
lives in Turkey. In 1915, a long and
frightful exodus starts. Things get
even worse when her friend Dikan
and his family are deported towards
an unknown location. But Anouch
clings to a wild hope: Dikan is alive
and she will see him again.

128 pages • 130 x 200 mm • 15+ • 8.50€
Recommended by the French Ministry of
Education
Nouvelle Revue Pédagogique's Prize,
German Highschool Students' Prize
Eng (NA)
English translation available for evaluation

by Hervé JAOUEN

Karin MARTINS

by P.-M.
BEAUDE

Laomer,
or the
New Story
of Lancelot
du Lac

200 pages • 140 x 205 mm • 12+ • 10.90€

12 and up

by Christopher
BOUIX
by Catherine
GRIVE

It
A fourteen-year-old narrator finds
the courage to speak up about
feeling born the wrong gender.
Determined to become a boy, it
feels trapped in a female body.
With a cast of original, likeable
characters, a spirited tone and
plenty of heartwarming humour, this
novel tackles a serious subject with
simplicity and humanity.

The
Iceberg
Theory
Shocked by a surfing accident, Noé is
lonely and terrified by the ocean. But
in summer, what can you do without
the sea, when you live in a small
seaside city? Could the encounter
with two atypical characters change
Noé's life?
224 pages • 130 x 200 mm • 13+ • 10.50€
Br, Ru

In the spirit of The Hound of the Baskervilles, a
captivating fantasty detective story featuring
an unusual couple, a detective and a young girl
16 years old in 19th century France. Gabriel Voltz
works for the Order of Saint-Vehme, a powerful
secret society, that tracks the Lost Ones, those
human beings turned into devilish creatures by
an evil spell. His mission leads him to a village
in Brittany, struck by a series of particularly
atrocious murders. For this investigation, he
is accompanied by Rose, an obstinate and
troublesome teenager, who already knows too
much.

new

by Marie LEYMARIE

The Girl Under Cellophane
A rich novel that explores adolescence, family
relationships, resilience, and homosexuality.
Élissa is 15 years old when her mother, fragile
and depressed, takes her own life. From then
on, the young girl roams aimlessly, taking
up cigarettes and hanging out with the
wrong crowd. Perpetually fighting with her
stepmother, Élissa keeps her friends and her
father at a distance. It’s as if she’s wrapped in
cellophane. From her side, the world appears
blurry and inaccessible. Luckily, there’s
Manon with her green hair, quiet tenderness,
and sincerity.

360 pages • 155 x 225 mm • 13+ • 17€

144 pages • 130 x 200 mm • 13+ • 8.50€

by Kamel BENAOUDA

by Jean MOLLA

Norman Has
No Superpower

Sobibor

In Norman’s world, everyone has a
superpower, be it spectacular, painful or
ridiculous. Everyone except Norman, that
is. Now he has to pass the test supposed to
reveal his superpower… An inventive and
humorous parody combining school life and
action, and a subtle praise of the ordinary.
322 pages • 155 x 225 mm • 10+ • 14.50€
Winner of the Gallimard Jeunesse Télérama – RTL 2018 First Novel Competition
Pol, Ru

by Florence THINARD

The Old Fogey’s Gang
The day an old lady gets mugged in a
suburban street by a young scoundrel, four
old folks decide to form a funny – but no less
determined – gang. Their plan? To capture
Jules, a budding 14-year-old criminal, and
strike a somewhat surprising deal with him.

A puzzle that draws the portrait of a young
girl who lost her landmarks in success, a tense
narrative, full of suspense and psychological
acuity. A police intrigue built as a polyphonic
novel with a variety of voices and stylistic
devices such as letters, questionings, songs,
diaries…
192 pages • 130 x 200 mm • 13+ • 9.50€
Brives' Prize, Sorcières' Prize, Escapages' Prize
Eng (EU & CW), Hu, Jp, Mac, Ro, Sp (LA), Tur
English translation available

by Mathilde TOURNIER

The Rebels of Athens
A razor-sharp historical novel that transports
readers into the world of Ancient Greece. At
the close of the 5th century BC, after thirty
years of war, the powerful Athenian fleet was
destroyed by the Spartan army. Escaping the
massacre, Heraclios returns to his city, ready
to risk everything to save his life and defend
democracy.

208 pages • 130 x 200 mm • 13+ • 10.50€
272 pages • 130 x 200 mm • 15+ • 11.50€

192 pages • 130 x 200 mm • 13+ • 9€
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